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-1JOHN	WILFRID	LOARING
 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Pre-OlymPic DevelOPmentAl yeArS

John	Wilfrid	Loaring	was	born	in	Winnipeg,	Manitoba,	Canada	on	
August	3rd,	1915,	and	moved	to	Windsor,	Ontario	in	1926.	Shortly	
before	starting	high	school	in	1929,	he	was	stricken	with	rheumatic	
fever.	His	family	doctor	advised	that	his	running	days	were	over,	but	
Loaring	hoped	otherwise.	By	1934,	Loaring	was	dominating	120yd	
hurdles	and	440yd	runs.	At	the	Intra-Empire	Schoolboy	Games	in	Mel-
bourne,	Australia,	on	November	9th,	1934,	Loaring	won	gold	medals	
in	the	120yd	high	hurdles	and	4x440yd	relay.	In	1935-36,	Loaring	was	
Freshmen	President,	University	of	Western	Ontario,	London.

1936 OlymPic GAmeS, Berlin, GermAny

The	first	time	Loaring	competed	in	the	440yd	hurdles	was	at	the	1936	
Ontario	Championships,	and	he	won.	The	first	time	he	competed	in	the	
metric	version	of	this	event,	the	400m	hurdles	with	slightly	different	
hurdle	spacing,	was	at	the	1936	Canadian	Championships	and	Olympic	
Trials	in	Montreal,	Quebec.	At	age	20,	he	won	both	the	400m	hurdles	
and	the	400m	run,	breaking	the	Canadian	records	for	both.

Loaring's	second	competitive	experience	in	the	400m	hurdles	was	on	
his	21st	birthday,	August	3rd,	in	the	heats	at	the	1936	Berlin	Olympic	
Games.	The	following	day,	Loaring	ran	in	both	the	semi-final	and	final	
of	the	400m	hurdles.	He	was	the	youngest	finalist,	winning	the	silver	
medal,	3/10ths	of	a	second	behind	the	American	gold	medallist,	who	
had	set	World	Records	at	both	the	1932	Los	Angeles	Olympic	Games	
and	in	1934.	On	August	6th	and	7th,	Loaring	ran	four	400m	races:	first	
round,	second	round,	semi-final,	and	final,	in	which	he	placed	sixth.

On	August	8th,	Loaring	anchored	the	4x400m	Canadian	relay	team.	In	
the	semi-final	heat,	Loaring	received	the	baton	ahead	of	Germany's	
Rudolf	Harbig,	who	later,	in	1939,	broke	World	Records	in	the	400m	
and	800m	runs.	Loaring	purposely	slowed	near	the	end,	letting	Harbig	
win	in	front	of	his	countrymen,	and	knowing	that	a	Canadian	second	
would	qualify	for	the	final.	However,	in	the	final,	Canada's	third	relay	
runner	was	fouled	by	an	American	runner,	and	Loaring	received	the	
baton	seven	meters	behind	Harbig.	Loaring	nearly	caught	Harbig,	with	
Germany	and	Canada	receiving	the	same	time,	but	Loaring	behind	by	
less	than	a	metre	--	Canada	placing	fourth.

International	press	reported	that	officials	huddled	about	the	obvious	
foul,	but	ultimately	decided	not	to	disqualify	the	USA	team,	because	the	
Canadian	team	hadn't	protested.	Such	was	the	gentlemanly	"roll-with-
the-punches"	sportsmanship	and	politics	of	that	earlier	time.

The	popular	German	weekly,	Fussball,	selected	Loaring	as:	“The	
toughest	competitor	of	1936...”	The	noted	Olympic	authors,	Ross	and	
Norris	McWhirter,	commented:	“Loaring's	competitive	record	at	the	
1936	Olympics...must	just	about	represent	the	most	severe	test	to	
which	any	Olympic	athlete	has	ever	been	subjected.”	Loaring	is	still	
the	only	athlete	to	compete	in	all	three	Olympic	male	finals	involving	
the	400m	distance	in	any	combination	of	Olympic	Games,	and	he	did	
so	as	he	turned	age	21,	with	World	War	II	depriving	him	of	two	Olympic	
Games	during	his	prime	years.

POSt-OlymPic PerFOrmAnceS

Immediately	after	Olympic	Athletics	events,	Loaring	competed	in	a	
British	Empire	vs	USA	Meet	in	London,	England,	on	August	15th,	1936.	
In	a	four-by-two-lap	steeplechase	relay,	Loaring	ran	the	anchor	leg	
in	a	World	Best	Time,	winning	gold	for	the	British	Empire	Team.	He	
overcame	a	12yd	lead	of	USA's	anchorman,	who	had	held	the	3,000m	
steeplechase	World	Record	until	one	week	prior.	This	was	Loaring's	one	
and	only	steeplechase	experience.

In	the	1937	Pan-American	Games	in	Dallas,	Texas,	Loaring's	favourite	
400m	hurdles	event	wasn't	on	the	program.	However,	he	won	a	fourth-
place	medal	in	the	400m	run.	Three	days	later,	Loaring	competed	in	an	
Oxford-Cambridge	versus	Canada	Dual	Meet	in	Hamilton,	Ontario.	After	
winning	the	220yd	hurdles,	Loaring	upset	Britain's	Olympic	silver	and	
gold	medalist	while	winning	the	440yd	run.

1938 BritiSh emPire GAmeS,  
Sydney, Australia (now called Commonwealth Games)

Loaring	won	three	gold	medals	in	the	440yd	hurdles	and	two	relays,	as	
well	as	fifth	place	in	the	440yd	run.	He	is	the	only	Canadian	Athletics	
athlete	to	win	three	gold	medals	in	a	Commonwealth	Games.	Loaring	
tended	to	run	to	win	rather	than	to	set	records,	especially	when	run-
ning	many	races.	In	the	440yd	hurdles	final,	he	was	very	far	ahead,	and	
noticeably	slowed	toward	the	end,	still	winning	by	15	yards.	Despite	
slowing,	he	missed	the	World	Record	by	only	3/10ths	of	a	second,	with	
1938's	World	Best	440yd/400m	hurdles	time.	In	1938,	Loaring	was	
awarded	the	J.	W.	Davies	Trophy,	as	the	yearís	top	Canadian	in	Track,	
Field,	Marathon,	and	Harrier	competition.

militAry Service

In	his	last	university	year,	Loaring	wrote	his	final	exams	early,	so	that	
he	could	be	in	the	first	group	of	Royal	Canadian	Naval	Volunteer	Radar	
Officers	on	loan	to	the	British,	leaving	Canada	in	April	of	1940.	In	
September	of	1940,	his	destroyer	was	dispatched	to	pick	up	civilian	
survivors	of	a	torpedoed	liner.	After	explaining	his	life-saving	skills	to	
the	shipís	doctor,	he	was	assigned	five	tiny	lifeless	bodies.	Three	were	
revived	under	Loaring's	direction,	and	he	was	commended	by	the	
Ontario	Branch	of	The	Royal	Life	Saving	Society.

He	served	as	radar	officer	on	H.M.C.S.	Fiji,	which	ran	out	of	ammunition	
during	the	Battle	for	Crete,	and	was	sunk	by	a	German	bomber	on	
May-22,	1941.	523	of	the	764	naval	personnel	survived,	clinging	to	
wreckage	until	picked	up	a	few	hours	later.	Loaring	was	put	ashore	in	
Africa	to	recover	from	oil	poisoning.

In	1942,	while	serving	as	Senior	Technical	Instructor	for	Radar	Officers	
in	Portsmouth,	England,	Loaring	competed	in	track	meets.	For	one	of	
these,	the	local	press	hyped	his	440yd	hurdles	World	Record	attempt,	
but	Loaring	had	another	focus:	a	440yd	run,	giving	a	British	Olympian	

a	chance	to	avenge	defeat	by	Loaring	weeks	earlier.	This	time,	Loaring	
was	only	second,	but,	45	minutes	later,	he	won	the	440yd	hurdles,	
9/10ths	of	a		second	off	the	World	Record.	This	was	amid	wartime	
training	restrictions,	and	15	months	after	he	had	been	put	ashore	in	
Africa	after	the	Battle	for	Crete.

In	1943,	Loaring	was	transferred	to	Saint-Hyacinthe,	Quebec,	to	head	
Canada's	Radar	Training	School	until	the	end	of	the	War.	In	1946-47,	
as	a	Lieutenant-Commander,	he	was	Commanding	Officer	of	H.M.C.S.	
Hunter,	Windsor.

SPOrtS Service, AwArDS, AnD leGAcy

Loaring	served	in	a	broad	variety	of	roles	in	Athletics,	Road	Running,	
Swimming,	and	Water	Polo,	as	well	as	other	sports	through	his	general	
positions	with	the	Canadian	Olympic	Association,	the	British	Empire	
&	Commonwealth	Games	Association,	the	Amateur	Athletic	Union	of	
Canada,	etc.	He	was	an	Athletics	Official	at	the	1966	British	Empire	&	
Commonwealth	Games	at	Kingston,	Jamaica.	Many	sports	events	were	
named	in	his	hour,	and	he	was	inducted	into	national	and	regional	halls	
of	fame.

Loaring	died	of	cancer	at	age	54,	on	November	20th,	1969.	Both	
he	and	his	eldest	son,	John	Jr.,	received	“Most	Memorable	Athlete”	
awards	for	their	respective	decades	in	high	school.	John	Jr.	won	the	
Royal	Arcanum	Award	as	Windsor's	best	all-round	athlete,	in	his	final	
high	school	year,	1963-64,	and	was	on	relay	teams	setting	Canadian	
Records	while	at	the	University	of	Toronto.	John	Jr.	was	the	third-
generation	owner	of	the	Loaring	family	construction	business.	After	
designing	and/or	building	in	eight	Canadian	provinces	and	three	USA	
states,	with	dozens	of	awards	for	design	and	construction	excellence,	
John	Jr.	retired	from	construction	in	2004,	and	continues	with	other	
family	businesses.

John	Jr.'s	daughter,	Charlotte,	competed	in	Synchronized	Swimming	
and	Swimming,	including	the	World	High	School	Swimming	Champion-
ships.	She	was	Captain	of	the	University	of	Toronto	Swimming	Team,	
which	won	the	Canadian	Championships.	With	two	university	degrees,	
she	is	a	Registered	Physiotherapist	and	owner	of	Loaring	Physiotherapy	
&	Health	Centre	in	the	Town	of	Tecumseh,	on	the	east	side	of	Windsor.	
John	Jr.'s	son,	James,	has	a	University	of	Windsor	Business	Degree.	
At	the	2002	Triathlon	World	Championships,	he	won	a	bronze	medal	
in	the	25-29	age	group,	and	subsequently	has	competed	worldwide	in	
the	elite/professional	category,	with	top-ten	finishes	at	Triathlon	World	
Cups.	He	is	owner	of	Loaring	Personal	Coaching,	based	in	Guelph,	
southwest	of	Toronto,	Ontario.

In	honour	of	their	mother,	and	John	Jr.'s	late	wife,	Charlotte	and	James	
co-organize	the	biennial	Loaring	Triathlon	at	the	family	home	at	a	
Lake	Erie	beach	in	Essex,	Ontario.	Proceeds	are	donated	to	the	Elena	
Loaring	Memorial	Fund	for	Breast	Cancer	Research,	administered	
by	The	University	of	Windsor,	with	the	Ontario	Government	matching	
all	donations.	The	2004,	2006,	&	2008	events	raised	over	$100,000.	
Additional	information	is	available	via	the	web	site:		www.loaring.com
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-1JOHN	WILFRID	LOARING
 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Pre-OlymPic DevelOPmentAl yeArS

John	Wilfrid	Loaring	was	born	in	Winnipeg,	Manitoba,	Canada	on	
August	3rd,	1915,	and	moved	to	Windsor,	Ontario	in	1926.	Shortly	
before	starting	high	school	in	1929,	he	was	stricken	with	rheumatic	
fever.	His	family	doctor	advised	that	his	running	days	were	over,	but	
Loaring	hoped	otherwise.	By	1934,	Loaring	was	dominating	120yd	
hurdles	and	440yd	runs.	At	the	Intra-Empire	Schoolboy	Games	in	Mel-
bourne,	Australia,	on	November	9th,	1934,	Loaring	won	gold	medals	
in	the	120yd	high	hurdles	and	4x440yd	relay.	In	1935-36,	Loaring	was	
Freshmen	President,	University	of	Western	Ontario,	London.

1936 OlymPic GAmeS, Berlin, GermAny

The	first	time	Loaring	competed	in	the	440yd	hurdles	was	at	the	1936	
Ontario	Championships,	and	he	won.	The	first	time	he	competed	in	the	
metric	version	of	this	event,	the	400m	hurdles	with	slightly	different	
hurdle	spacing,	was	at	the	1936	Canadian	Championships	and	Olympic	
Trials	in	Montreal,	Quebec.	At	age	20,	he	won	both	the	400m	hurdles	
and	the	400m	run,	breaking	the	Canadian	records	for	both.

Loaring's	second	competitive	experience	in	the	400m	hurdles	was	on	
his	21st	birthday,	August	3rd,	in	the	heats	at	the	1936	Berlin	Olympic	
Games.	The	following	day,	Loaring	ran	in	both	the	semi-final	and	final	
of	the	400m	hurdles.	He	was	the	youngest	finalist,	winning	the	silver	
medal,	3/10ths	of	a	second	behind	the	American	gold	medallist,	who	
had	set	World	Records	at	both	the	1932	Los	Angeles	Olympic	Games	
and	in	1934.	On	August	6th	and	7th,	Loaring	ran	four	400m	races:	first	
round,	second	round,	semi-final,	and	final,	in	which	he	placed	sixth.

On	August	8th,	Loaring	anchored	the	4x400m	Canadian	relay	team.	In	
the	semi-final	heat,	Loaring	received	the	baton	ahead	of	Germany's	
Rudolf	Harbig,	who	later,	in	1939,	broke	World	Records	in	the	400m	
and	800m	runs.	Loaring	purposely	slowed	near	the	end,	letting	Harbig	
win	in	front	of	his	countrymen,	and	knowing	that	a	Canadian	second	
would	qualify	for	the	final.	However,	in	the	final,	Canada's	third	relay	
runner	was	fouled	by	an	American	runner,	and	Loaring	received	the	
baton	seven	meters	behind	Harbig.	Loaring	nearly	caught	Harbig,	with	
Germany	and	Canada	receiving	the	same	time,	but	Loaring	behind	by	
less	than	a	metre	--	Canada	placing	fourth.

International	press	reported	that	officials	huddled	about	the	obvious	
foul,	but	ultimately	decided	not	to	disqualify	the	USA	team,	because	the	
Canadian	team	hadn't	protested.	Such	was	the	gentlemanly	"roll-with-
the-punches"	sportsmanship	and	politics	of	that	earlier	time.

The	popular	German	weekly,	Fussball,	selected	Loaring	as:	“The	
toughest	competitor	of	1936...”	The	noted	Olympic	authors,	Ross	and	
Norris	McWhirter,	commented:	“Loaring's	competitive	record	at	the	
1936	Olympics...must	just	about	represent	the	most	severe	test	to	
which	any	Olympic	athlete	has	ever	been	subjected.”	Loaring	is	still	
the	only	athlete	to	compete	in	all	three	Olympic	male	finals	involving	
the	400m	distance	in	any	combination	of	Olympic	Games,	and	he	did	
so	as	he	turned	age	21,	with	World	War	II	depriving	him	of	two	Olympic	
Games	during	his	prime	years.

POSt-OlymPic PerFOrmAnceS

Immediately	after	Olympic	Athletics	events,	Loaring	competed	in	a	
British	Empire	vs	USA	Meet	in	London,	England,	on	August	15th,	1936.	
In	a	four-by-two-lap	steeplechase	relay,	Loaring	ran	the	anchor	leg	
in	a	World	Best	Time,	winning	gold	for	the	British	Empire	Team.	He	
overcame	a	12yd	lead	of	USA's	anchorman,	who	had	held	the	3,000m	
steeplechase	World	Record	until	one	week	prior.	This	was	Loaring's	one	
and	only	steeplechase	experience.

In	the	1937	Pan-American	Games	in	Dallas,	Texas,	Loaring's	favourite	
400m	hurdles	event	wasn't	on	the	program.	However,	he	won	a	fourth-
place	medal	in	the	400m	run.	Three	days	later,	Loaring	competed	in	an	
Oxford-Cambridge	versus	Canada	Dual	Meet	in	Hamilton,	Ontario.	After	
winning	the	220yd	hurdles,	Loaring	upset	Britain's	Olympic	silver	and	
gold	medalist	while	winning	the	440yd	run.

1938 BritiSh emPire GAmeS,  
Sydney, Australia (now called Commonwealth Games)

Loaring	won	three	gold	medals	in	the	440yd	hurdles	and	two	relays,	as	
well	as	fifth	place	in	the	440yd	run.	He	is	the	only	Canadian	Athletics	
athlete	to	win	three	gold	medals	in	a	Commonwealth	Games.	Loaring	
tended	to	run	to	win	rather	than	to	set	records,	especially	when	run-
ning	many	races.	In	the	440yd	hurdles	final,	he	was	very	far	ahead,	and	
noticeably	slowed	toward	the	end,	still	winning	by	15	yards.	Despite	
slowing,	he	missed	the	World	Record	by	only	3/10ths	of	a	second,	with	
1938's	World	Best	440yd/400m	hurdles	time.	In	1938,	Loaring	was	
awarded	the	J.	W.	Davies	Trophy,	as	the	yearís	top	Canadian	in	Track,	
Field,	Marathon,	and	Harrier	competition.

militAry Service

In	his	last	university	year,	Loaring	wrote	his	final	exams	early,	so	that	
he	could	be	in	the	first	group	of	Royal	Canadian	Naval	Volunteer	Radar	
Officers	on	loan	to	the	British,	leaving	Canada	in	April	of	1940.	In	
September	of	1940,	his	destroyer	was	dispatched	to	pick	up	civilian	
survivors	of	a	torpedoed	liner.	After	explaining	his	life-saving	skills	to	
the	shipís	doctor,	he	was	assigned	five	tiny	lifeless	bodies.	Three	were	
revived	under	Loaring's	direction,	and	he	was	commended	by	the	
Ontario	Branch	of	The	Royal	Life	Saving	Society.

He	served	as	radar	officer	on	H.M.C.S.	Fiji,	which	ran	out	of	ammunition	
during	the	Battle	for	Crete,	and	was	sunk	by	a	German	bomber	on	
May-22,	1941.	523	of	the	764	naval	personnel	survived,	clinging	to	
wreckage	until	picked	up	a	few	hours	later.	Loaring	was	put	ashore	in	
Africa	to	recover	from	oil	poisoning.

In	1942,	while	serving	as	Senior	Technical	Instructor	for	Radar	Officers	
in	Portsmouth,	England,	Loaring	competed	in	track	meets.	For	one	of	
these,	the	local	press	hyped	his	440yd	hurdles	World	Record	attempt,	
but	Loaring	had	another	focus:	a	440yd	run,	giving	a	British	Olympian	

a	chance	to	avenge	defeat	by	Loaring	weeks	earlier.	This	time,	Loaring	
was	only	second,	but,	45	minutes	later,	he	won	the	440yd	hurdles,	
9/10ths	of	a		second	off	the	World	Record.	This	was	amid	wartime	
training	restrictions,	and	15	months	after	he	had	been	put	ashore	in	
Africa	after	the	Battle	for	Crete.

In	1943,	Loaring	was	transferred	to	Saint-Hyacinthe,	Quebec,	to	head	
Canada's	Radar	Training	School	until	the	end	of	the	War.	In	1946-47,	
as	a	Lieutenant-Commander,	he	was	Commanding	Officer	of	H.M.C.S.	
Hunter,	Windsor.

SPOrtS Service, AwArDS, AnD leGAcy

Loaring	served	in	a	broad	variety	of	roles	in	Athletics,	Road	Running,	
Swimming,	and	Water	Polo,	as	well	as	other	sports	through	his	general	
positions	with	the	Canadian	Olympic	Association,	the	British	Empire	
&	Commonwealth	Games	Association,	the	Amateur	Athletic	Union	of	
Canada,	etc.	He	was	an	Athletics	Official	at	the	1966	British	Empire	&	
Commonwealth	Games	at	Kingston,	Jamaica.	Many	sports	events	were	
named	in	his	hour,	and	he	was	inducted	into	national	and	regional	halls	
of	fame.

Loaring	died	of	cancer	at	age	54,	on	November	20th,	1969.	Both	
he	and	his	eldest	son,	John	Jr.,	received	“Most	Memorable	Athlete”	
awards	for	their	respective	decades	in	high	school.	John	Jr.	won	the	
Royal	Arcanum	Award	as	Windsor's	best	all-round	athlete,	in	his	final	
high	school	year,	1963-64,	and	was	on	relay	teams	setting	Canadian	
Records	while	at	the	University	of	Toronto.	John	Jr.	was	the	third-
generation	owner	of	the	Loaring	family	construction	business.	After	
designing	and/or	building	in	eight	Canadian	provinces	and	three	USA	
states,	with	dozens	of	awards	for	design	and	construction	excellence,	
John	Jr.	retired	from	construction	in	2004,	and	continues	with	other	
family	businesses.

John	Jr.'s	daughter,	Charlotte,	competed	in	Synchronized	Swimming	
and	Swimming,	including	the	World	High	School	Swimming	Champion-
ships.	She	was	Captain	of	the	University	of	Toronto	Swimming	Team,	
which	won	the	Canadian	Championships.	With	two	university	degrees,	
she	is	a	Registered	Physiotherapist	and	owner	of	Loaring	Physiotherapy	
&	Health	Centre	in	the	Town	of	Tecumseh,	on	the	east	side	of	Windsor.	
John	Jr.'s	son,	James,	has	a	University	of	Windsor	Business	Degree.	
At	the	2002	Triathlon	World	Championships,	he	won	a	bronze	medal	
in	the	25-29	age	group,	and	subsequently	has	competed	worldwide	in	
the	elite/professional	category,	with	top-ten	finishes	at	Triathlon	World	
Cups.	He	is	owner	of	Loaring	Personal	Coaching,	based	in	Guelph,	
southwest	of	Toronto,	Ontario.

In	honour	of	their	mother,	and	John	Jr.'s	late	wife,	Charlotte	and	James	
co-organize	the	biennial	Loaring	Triathlon	at	the	family	home	at	a	
Lake	Erie	beach	in	Essex,	Ontario.	Proceeds	are	donated	to	the	Elena	
Loaring	Memorial	Fund	for	Breast	Cancer	Research,	administered	
by	The	University	of	Windsor,	with	the	Ontario	Government	matching	
all	donations.	The	2004,	2006,	&	2008	events	raised	over	$100,000.	
Additional	information	is	available	via	the	web	site:		www.loaring.com
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   Olympic Games
   Philately & Memorabilia
   with the Loaring Collection, Part 2

   First Session: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 at 10h00
30000	 B	CC	C	  1896-2004, A wonderful lifetime collection neatly mounted and written up on 100s of   Offer 
	 DCE	F	  album pages, showing mint sets from 1896 to recent with a good deal of completion, 
	 DFE	G	  singles, varieties, special cancellations on covers & cards, a fine range of vignettes 
	 H	J	  and other collateral items. This comprehensive collection is housed in over 20 albums  
   or stockbooks and is truly an excellent basis for study and expansion, possibly into an  
   important exhibition collection (1000s of items) 

   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000#

   FOrerunnerS

30001	   Pamphylia in Aspendos, Silver Stater, circa 420-370BC, showing 2 wrestlers with “AI”   300 
	   between their legs on one side, other with “ESTFEDIIUS,” slinger letting loose a shot 
	   and triskeles, a wonderful item depicting the early Greek Olympics

30002	   “La Restauration d’Olympie / L’Histoire, Les Monuments, Le Culte et les Fétes,” by Lalox  200 
	   and Monceaux, 1889, 332x465mm, HB, 228pp, no.185 out of 500, wonderful book,  
	   fine condition for its age

   Pierre De cOuBertin

30003	   “The International Olympic Committee and the Modern Olympic Games,” 38pp booklet, as new  80

30004	 CC	F	 www Pierre de Coubertin: Exhibition collection on 70+ pages incl. postcards, FDCs, scarce machine  Offer 
	    cancels, hard to find special cancels, imperfs, etc., +160 items, very fine, see scans on web  
   (Est. e 150/300)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30004
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   1896 AthenS

   hiStOric DOcumentS & cAncellAtiOnS

30005	 F	  Complete set, 1L to 10D, neatly tied on “COMITE HELLENE DES JEUX OLYMPIQUE”   8’000 
	   presentation stationery paper by red “COMITE HELLENE DES JEUX OLYMPIQUE / 1896”  
	   cachet in red, extremely fine, a rare exhibition showpiece, cert. Calves (1977)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30005
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   1896 Athens (cont.)

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

   Unique Proofs & Die Proofs of Museum Importance  
   for the Stamps of the First Modern Olympic Games
	   Date of Issue: 6. April 1896; Engraver: E. Mouchon; Designer: Gilliéron

30006	 P	  1 Lepton framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Wrestlers,” matted in  
	   grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

30007	 P	  10 Lepta framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Discus-thrower,” matted    
	   in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

30008 30010

30008	 P	  20 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting vase of “Pallas    
	   Athene,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30008
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   1896 Athens (cont.)

30009	 A	  25 Lepta framed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,”    
	   matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

30010	 A	  40 Lepta unframed die proof in black on thin paper depicting vase of “Pallas    
	   Athene,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

30011	 A	  60 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,”    
	   matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

30012	 A	  1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and    
	   Stadium,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 3’000 - e 6’000

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e	 50	-	 100	 e	 5	 e	 500	 -	 1000	 e	 50		 e	 5000	 -	 10000	 e	 500
	e	 100	-	 200	 e	 10	 e	 1000	 -	 2000	 e	 100	 e	 10000	 -	 20000	 e	 1000
	e	 200	-	 500	 e	 20	 e	 2000	 -	 5000	 e	200	 e	 20000	 -	 50000	 e	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 e			50000	 -	100000	 e	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30012
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   1896 Athens (cont.)

30013	 A	  1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and    
	   Stadium,” matted in grey, some staining

	   Estimate: e 2’000 - e 4’000

30014	 A	  10 Drachma framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Parthenon,” matted in    
	   grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   Estimate: e 30’000 - e 60’000

   uSeD StAmPS

30015	 H	  1L to 10D complete set all neatly cancelled by PIREAUS / 25.MAR.1896 cds being the   2’000 
	   first day of issue, very fine & extremely rare

30016	 C	F	 www Attractive & interesting specialised study neatly mouted & written in german on 35   Offer 
	 G	H	   album pages, showing strength in used with postitional plate flaws, cancellations,  
	    usages on covers & cards, study of the forgeries etc., an excellent basis for the  
	    study of this popular issue (100s) (Est. e	1’000/1’500)

   StAmPS On cOver

30017	 F	  25L Red, single franking tied on small neat envelope to Constantinople, fine  150

   miScellAneOuS

30018	   Participation medal for Athletes, 50mm, bronze by N. Lytras, showing seated Nike holding  800 
	   laurel wreath over phoenix with Acropolis in background, Greek legend on reverse, fine

30019	   Participation medal for Officials, 50mm, gold plated bronze by N. Lytras, showing seated  600 
	   Nike holding laurel wreath over phoenix with Acropolis in background, Greek legend on  
   reverse, plating is partially worn

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30019
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   1896 Athens (cont.)

30020

30021

30020	   Pelota commemorative plaque, 1937, 53x75mm, in bronze by Baudichon, showing Pelota   200 
	   players on the front and a view of the Athens 1896 stadium on reverse with ribbon  
	   inscribed “Citius Altius Fortius” connecting laurel and oak trees in Olympia

30021	   Pelota commemorative medal, 1937, 50mm, in bronze/copper by Baudichon, showing   180 
	   Pelota players on the front and a view of the Athens 1896 stadium on reverse with  
	   ribbon inscribed “Citius Altius Fortius” connecting laurel and oak trees in Olympia

30022	   Official Report, “Olympic Games 776-1896,” first part by Lambros and Politis about   800 
	   the Ancient Games and the second part by Coubertin, Philémon, Politis & Anninos  
	   about the 1896 Games, third part “Olympic Games in Athens March-April 1896,”  
	   privately bound hardback, signed twice by Philémon with dedication and Greek Olympic  
	   Committee handstamp, in Greek and French, four pages missing (but with photocopies  
	   of the pages), a fine and rare book

30023	  14 “Greece during the Olympic Games of 1896, Panhellenic Illustrated Album,”   1’600 
	   (translation) in Greek, 31x43cm, 384 pages, red hardback binding ornate black and  
	   gold design, front cover is loose with some damage to spine, gold leaf edge, a rare  
	   book and interesting book

30024	  www “Alt-Olympia” by Wilhelm Dörpfeld, 2 volumes, 211x276mm, HB, about the   160 
	    investigations and excavations at Olympia of Greek art, fine

30025	  www “Report on the Excavations in Olympia” (translation), German text, 8 volume set, SB,   800 
	    the excavations began in Autumn 1936 and went on until the Summer of '62, two with  
	    pen on the cover, rare

30026	  14 Stereo view showing crowds gathered at the restored Athens stadium, 101x83mm, with   100 
	   original surround and black frame as well as accompanying caption card, very fine  
	   and unusual

   1900 AthenS SurchArGeS

   BASic iSSueS

30027	 C	 www 5L on 1D four mint singles with minor varieties & 50L on 2D two mint singles, fine  140

   1900 PAriS

30028	   Share certificate for the Exhibition, fine  100

30029	 F	 www Small group of covers & cards incl. six stationery cards with Exhibition cancels all   800 
	    from different towns, plus two other postcards with Exhibition vignettes, plus cards  
	    with United States Postal Station duplex & covers with 3-line cachet in blue from  
	    the Ministry of Commerce, fine (10)

30030	 CC	C	 14 Attractive accumulation of 240+ unused vignettes, with complete sets, se-tenant   800 
	 DFE	  blocks, imperfs etc., plus four covers or cards showing United States Postal Station  
	   special cancel & Ministére du Commerce & de L’Industrie s/l in blue, very fine & a  
	   scarce lot

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30030
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30041
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30042
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30043
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30044
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30030
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30034
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   1900 Paris (cont.)

   meDAlS

30031	   World’s Fair Silver Award medal, 63mm, silver by Chaplain, showing head of Republic on  300 
	   one side and winged female carrying man with torch on the other, marked “ARGENT” on edge

   memOrABiliA - POStcArDS

30032	  14 Attractive array of 51 postcards mostly all from the same numbered series, depicting   400 
	   scenes of Paris & of the exhibition, mostly unused, mixed to fine (51)

30033	  14 Printed by “BENEDICTINE”: Attractive array of 40 postcards all from the same series,   300 
	   depicting scenes of Paris & of the exhibition, mostly unused, mixed to fine (40)

30034	 F	 14 Attractive group of 48 cards or ad cards depicting scenes of Paris & the exhibition,   500 
	   some from various different series, mixed to fine (48)

30035	 F	 14 Attractive array of 65+ postcards mostly all from the same series, depicting scenes   400 
	   of Paris & the exhibition, mostly unused, mixed to colourful & attractive (65+)

   1904 St. lOuiS

   uSA BASic iSSue

30036	 C	  Complete mint set of 5 values, fresh & fine  200

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30037	 F	 14 Louisana Purchase No.2 machine cancel on 2c stationery envelope, very fine  140

   meDAlS

30038	   Grand Prize Award medal of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 63x74mm, shield-shaped   220 
	   bronze, showing two female figures (Columbia and Louisiana) bordered by legend on  
	   one side and eagle with spread wings above inscription on the other

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30036
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30038
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30038
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30053
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30056
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30046
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30049
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30061
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30067
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   1904 St. louis (cont.)

30039	   Silver Prize Medal of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 66x66mm, bronze, showing   180 
	   two female figures (Columbia and Louisiana) bordered by legend on one side and eagle  
	   with spread wings above inscription on the other

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   BOOkS

30040	  www “The Greatest of Expositions Completely Illustrated / Official Views of the Louisiana  260 
	    Purchase Exposition,” 280x232mm, HB, 288pp, showing large pictures of the Fair 
	    with captions below, the first few pages a bit loose, otherwise fine

30041	  14 “The Official History of the Fair, St. Louis 1904” by John Hanson, 185x245mm, HB,   100 
	   496pp incl. plates, red leather cover (detached) with legend in gold inlay, worn spine,  
	   gilt edged pages, contents fine

30042	  14 “Universal Exposition St. Louis,” 312x239mm, roughly 200 photographic illustrations   90 
	   of the fair, very good condition

30043	  14 “Glimpses of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and City of St. Louis,” 173x137mm,   40 
	   HB, with 200 engravings incl. one of the Physical Culture Building, good condition

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30044	  14 Passes, group of five different passes, incl. two Press passes, some with paste   200 
	   marks & file holes, scarce

30045	  16 Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company unused strip of four tickets, very fine  200

30046	  16 Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company unused strip of four tickets, very fine  100

   1906 AthenS

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

30047	 P	 www 5D Carmine proof on thick carton paper, plus 3L violet, 30L black & 2D green all on   400 
	    similar papers, plus complete set of the Official vignettes, very fine (7)

30048	 P	  40L Blue, perforated pair in thick paper, very fine  150

   cOin PrOOFS

30049	 P	 16 1L Sunken die proof in brown, very fine & rare  300

Please Communicate your Bids as early as possible.
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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   1906 Athens (cont.)

30050	 P	  Lot of three different coin proofs comprising 2L on carton paper, extremely rare 50L   500 
	   PERFORATED coin proof pair (one with spot of glue on front) in green on carton paper  
	   and 5D coin proof in blue on carton paper, very fine & rare group

   BASic iSSue

30051	 P	CC	C	 www Small attractive lot showing complete set mint, 20L blue imperf proof in pair, 5D   1’500 
	 F	   light brown proof on carton paper, five covers/cards with 50L single franking on  
	    registered cover to Belgium etc., two picture postcards of Gorgantas & Aliprantis  
	    being Gold medal winners, an interesting group

30052	 F	DFE	 www Attractive & interesting specialised study neatly mouted & written in German on 28   Offer 
	 G	H	   album pages, showing strength in used with minor plate flaws, shades, cancellations,  
	    usages on covers & cards etc., an excellent basis for the study of this popular  
	    issue (160+, 10 covers) (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

30053	 F	 16 STADION: 1L to 5D complete set tied by special Athens Stadion 17.04.06 cds to sheet   500 
	   (some creasing including on 50L), rare, signed Diena & Calves

30054	 F	 www Lot of covers and cards comprising small cover to France with blue vignette on   600 
	    reverse (tied), three postcards of Greek athletes, postcard with 1L and Tsolacos  
	    vignette, two official green vignettes on sheet with set to 50L, scarce photographic  
	    proofs, and one misperforated, a fine group

30055	 F	  Diploma for Ipeirio Tsamtira to acknowledge his participation in the Shooting event,   1’500 
	   colourful & ornate, bearing 1906 50L & 5D values tied by red cachets, with violets  
	   Olympic cachets alongside, corner defect & torn, an important usage

30056	 F	 16 1906 Real postcard depicting Canadian athlete Willian Sherring bring the torch into   100 
	   the stadium, franked on reverse with 1906 5L pair, unusual & scarce
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   miScellAneOuS

30057	 P	CC	C	 www Attractive & valuable assembly of proofs on thin & thick carton paper, double impression  Offer 
	 DCE	H	   etc. (39), plus scarce New Year's Greetings card, complete mint set, and four different 
	 L	   values with Stadium cancels, plus a few 1896 & 1900 issues, mixed to very fine  
   (Est. e 2’000/4’000)

   1908 lOnDOn

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30058	 F	 www Postcards used during the Games, five cards used on July 9th (Tennis quater finals),   300 
	    July 11th Tennis Ladies Final, August 11th Sailing, October 22nd Football semi-final  
	    & October 27th Boxing, fine

   meDAlS

30059	   Participation medal, 51mm, bronze, by B. MacKennal, showing Quadriga with triumphant   700 
	   winner on one side and winged figure of Pheme between legend on the other, presented  
	   to dignitaries, sponsors, etc.

30060	   Participation medal, 51mm, pewter, by B. MacKennal, showing Quadriga with triumphant   500 
	   winner on one side and winged figure of Pheme between legend on the other, presented  
	   to participants, a few rim nicks

30061	  16 Official Programme, July 18th (6th day), 125x182mm, has been folded down the centre   220 
	   and there is some discolouration to the front cover

30065ex

30062

30065ex

30062	   Official Award medal of the Franco-British Exposition 1908, 50mm, hallmarked silver,   100 
	   showing Britannia and Republic seated facing each other on front, reverse with  
	   female holding laurel branch and engraved “Sir Jas A Bourdillon K.C.S.I.,” very fine

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS
30063	   1909 Panhellenic Games diploma, 50x64cm, showing winged goddess holding out a wreath,   300 
	   awarded to Kharalambos Zouras (who actually came 4th in the Men's Freestyle Javelin at the 
	   London Games), 8cm tear at foot, toned and some creasing, attractive and scarce

30064	   1909 Panhellenic Games diploma, 50x64cm, showing winged goddess holding out a   200 
	   wreath, unawarded and undated, some foxing and a horizontal crease at bottom, couple  
	   of small tears, still attractive and scarce

30065	   22nd Regt. Olympic Meet 1910 medal, 31mm, bronze, in the style of the Athens Olympic   65 
	   medal
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   1912 StOckhOlm (mAy 5 tO July 22)
   intrODuctiOn

30066	 F	  Swedish Olympic Team envelope franked by 5ö green tied with STOCKHOLM / 29.4.12 cds,   700 
	   with eight page letter written by Charles Lomberg on Swedish Olympic Team letterhead  
	   paper, plus official vignette tied on reverse, unusual & rare historic item for the specialist

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30067	 F	 16 Roller cancel dated July 11, 1912 tying 5ö to official postcard of a diver, very fine  150

30068	 F	 16 STADIUM LBR: Official postcard depicting Eric Lemming the winner of the Javelin event,   1’000 
	   franked by 5ö tied by rare STOCKHOLN / 12.7.12 / STADIUM LBR cancel, showpiece

   viGnetteS

30069	 CC	  Complete set of official vignettes in all 16 languages designed by Hjortzberg,   200 
	   mostly fine to very fine (16)

30070	 CC	C	 www Complete set of official vignettes in all 16 languages designed by Hjortzberg, plus   400 
	    another set stuck to card with some defects, plus two other vignettes (34)

   memOrABiliA - meDAlS & BADGeS

30071	   Miniature winner’s medal, 14mm, silver, showing young trumpeter with Games legend on   600 
	   one side, and athlete being crowned by two seated females on the other, fine and  
	   very rare, thought to be the only known specimen
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   1912 Stockholm (cont.)

30072

30073

30074

30075

30076

30072	   Trial piece for the Royal Swedish Merit medal, 31mm, silver by Lindberg, in the same   160 
	   design but without the crown and ring at top, fine

30073	   Participant’s stick-pin, 27x22mm, bronze, showing athletes waving flags above   60 
	   legend, maker’s mark on front with a slightly different impression than normally seen

30074	   “Olympiska Sällskapet” medal, 45mm, bronze, which was a privately created society to   140 
	   raise money for athletes to go to the 1916 Berlin Olympic Games, showing female  
	   blowing trumpet with “STOCKHOLM 1912,” reverse with “FRAMGANG FORPLIKTAR,” design by  
	   Erik Lindberg, fine

30075	   25th Anniversary pin badge of the Stockholm 1912 Olympiad and Sweden-Netherlands   160 
	   1937 competition, 30x32mm, silvered by Westins, fine

30076	   50th Anniversary stick-pin, 24x37mm, gold plated, with similar design to   40 
	   participant’s badge but with “1962” added

30077	   Jim Thorpe Commission Award medal recognising excellence in athletics, 76mm, bronze,   240 
	   showing bust of Jim Thope with American football posts and Olympic rings on front,  
	   reverse with trophy and 2 athletes in front of Oklahoma and globe, bordered by award  
	   legend. Jim Thorpe won Olympic gold medals in the 1912 pentathlon and decathlon
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   1912 Stockholm (cont.)

   memOrABiliA

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30078	  16 Official Report, Swedish text, 177x242mm, HB, 1068pp, minor cover wear, fine  200

30079	   Official Report, English text, 164x241mm, HB (not original), 1117pp, sticker on inside cover  200 
	   and some pencil markings, otherwise fine, English version much more scarce

30080	  24 Official Stadium Programme, 15th July, 143x222mm, very good condition  120

30081	  24 Official Marathon map in small folder, with explanation in four languages, but map in Swedish  150 
	   only & titled “BANAB FOR MARATHONLOPPET,” very fine & scarce

30082	  24 Official address list of all the members of each Olympic Committee for each event, all in  150 
	   Swedish, SB, 40pp booklet titled “FORTECKNING KOMMITTELEDAMOTER,” very fine & scarce

   BrOchureS

30083	   “Arbetsutskottets Berättelse ofver Sveriges Olympiska Kommittés Verksamhet” in 32   80 
	   page booklets printed in 1915 after the sale, file holes, very fine

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30084	  24 Official Ticket Folder which would have contained a series of ticket, unusual & scarce  200

30085	  16 Concert in the Stadium 13 of July, ticket showing map of stadium on reverse, very fine  150

30086	  24 Equestrian Sports Event Ticket in blue for July 16th, very fine  150

   POStcArDS

30087	 F	 24 Football: Official Granberg postcards, 14 unused depicting Football events, showing   280 
	   the following serial numbers: 17, 20, 22, 29-31, 33, 45, 56-59, 54A, 54B, fine (13)

30088	 F	 24 Gymnastics: Official Granberg postcards, 24 unused depicting Gymnastics events,   500 
	   showing the following serial numbers: 64, 66, 68, 73, 75, 79, 81, 84-87, 93, 95, 97,  
	   101, 118, 120, 133, 139, 154, 163, 173, 228, fine (24)

30089	 F	 24 Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting 10km walk & Hurdles   220 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 239-249, fine (11)

30090	 F	 24 Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Horse Jumping   200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 260-63, 265-68, 273,275, fine (10)

30091	 F	 24 Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Horse Jumping   200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 250-259, fine (10)

30092	 F	 24 Marathon: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Marathon event, showing   220 
	   the following serial numbers: 187, 191, 194, 198-99, 201, 205-06, 210-12, fine (11)

30093	 F	 24 Olympic Fair & Divers: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Horse   200 
	   Jumping events, showing the following serial numbers: 4, 6, 15, 19, 98, 138, 176,  
	   213, 232, 276, fine (10)

30094	 F	 24 Opening Ceramony: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Opening of Stadium,   200 
	   showing the following serial numbers: 190, 195, 200, 225-27, 229, 289-91, fine (10)

30095	  24 Rowing: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Rowing events, showing the   220 
	   following serial numbers: 269, 274, 277-83, 285, fine (11)

30096	 F	 24 Sailing: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting sailing events, showing   200 
	   the following serial numbers: 292-98, 300-02, fine (10)

30097	 F	 26 Shooting: Official Granberg postcards, 20 unused depicting Shooting events, showing   300 
	   the following serial numbers: 3, 5, 14-16, 28, 35, 37, 39, 41-44 & 49-50, fine (20)

30098	 F	 26 Swimming: Official Granberg postcards, 8 unused depicting Swimming events, showing   150 
	   the following serial numbers: 202, 204, 208, 214, 217 & 220-22, fine (8)

30099	 F	 26 Tennis: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting high jump & pole vault events,   200 
	   showing the following serial numbers: 12, 24, 25, 34, 46, 47, 51, 52, 61, 232, fine (10)

30100	  26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 1500m & 1600m   200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 99, 121, 125, 129, 137, 140, 149, 153,  
	   215 & 235, fine (10)

30101	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 13 unused depicting Triple Jump, Broad &   260 
	   Long Jump events, showing the following serial numbers: 86, 909, 92, 102, 106, 170,  
	   174-75, 183, 216, 218-19, fine (13)
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   1912 Stockholm (cont.)

30102	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Javelin & Shotput events,   220 
	   showing the following serial numbers: 62, 79, 123, 126-28, 130-31, 135-36, 155, fine (11)

30103	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 200m, 400m Relay & 800m  200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 83, 89, 96, 115, 119, 124, 113, 114, 157,  
   207, fine (10)

30104	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Discus & Hammer Throw  200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 94, 164, 169, 177-79, 186, 193,  
	   196, 209, fine (10)

30105	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Pentathlon,   200 
	   Decathlon & Tug of War events, showing the following serial numbers: 109A, 109B,  
	   116, 117, 162, 165, 180, 231, 234, 238, fine (10)

30106	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting high jump & pole vault  200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 108, 150, 159-60, 167, 171-72, 182,  
	   189, 203, fine (10)

30107	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 10000m walk & Hurdles  200 
	   events, showing the following serial numbers: 105, 110-112, 141, 144, 151, 158, 161, 
	   166, fine (10)

30108	  26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 100m, 3km Team &   200 
	   Cross Country events, showing the following serial numbers: 65, 103, 181, 184, 185,  
	   192, 224, 233, 236, 237, fine (10)

30109	 F	 26 Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 28 unused depicting Track & Field events,   500 
	   showing the following serial numbers: 65, 79, 83, 86, 89-90, 201, 203, 205-207,  
   209-212, 215-216, 219 & 233-236, fine (28)

30110	  26 Official Granberg postcards, large accumulation of over 110 depicting an array of   1’200 
	   different events, incl. Horse Jumping, Rowing, Track & Field, Opening Ceremony,  
	   Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, etc., some duplication, a fine & valuable lot

30111	 F	 36 Official Granberg postcards, 57 unused depicting Opening Ceremony, Swimming, Diving,   1’100 
	   Shooting & Sailing events, showing the following serial numbers: 86, 909, 92, 102,  
	   106, 170, 174-75, 183, 216, 218-19, fine (57)

30112	 F	 36 An outstanding collection of 230 Granberg’s Official Olympic picture postcards,   Offer 
	   showing a stunning range of cards depicting the games & events, opening & closing  
	   ceremonies, plus range comic cards & general scenes of Stockholm etc., some  
	   duplication included, plus some other odd cards some with Official Olympic vignettes,  
	   an truly wonderful lots for the student of the 1912 Games (240+) (Est. e2’000/4’000)

30113	 F	 36 Errors: Official Granberg postcards, 13 unused cards showing printing error on   200 
	   reverse, incl. printing missing or misprinted, fine & rare (13)

   miScellAneOuS

30114	  36 Comical poster for the 1912 Games, 69x49cm, showing cartoon athletes performing a   400 
	   variety of different events in and around the stadium, each with its own humorous note, 
	   folded twice, tape stains in corners, still a fine and fun item

30115	   Porcelain vase, 124mm tall, 56mm base, design in black showing discus thrower statue   140 
	   in oval bordered by Swedish legend, gilt edge on rim mostly worn off, very fine
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   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30117
                    30116

30118

30116	   German Academics Olympiad, Danzig 1912. Winner’s plaque, 75x109mm, gold plated,   160 
	   showing athlete holding large wreath aloft bordered by legend

30117	   First Russian Olympiad, Kiev 1913. Pin badge, 29x45mm, bronze, showing Discus   240 
	   thrower bordered by garland of laurel leaves, unevenly toned

30118	   Chicago Olympic Games, 1913: Gymnastics Official’s medal, 33x42mm, bronze, showing   150 
	   shot-putter with legend and “WE WILL,” reverse engraved “OFFICIAL,” incl. original  
	   red ribbons with “Gymnastics” (very frayed), by W.M. Schridge (Chicago), fine, also  
	   the same medal, no ribbon, and “OFFICIAL” on reverse scratched out

30119	   British Amateur Swimming Asscociation Olympic Trials, 1914: Silver medal awarded to   240 
	   A. Sutton in the 100 yard back stroke, front showing swimmer in front of pool bordered 
	   by “OLYMPIC TESTS,” reverse with engraved legend, hallmarked, with loop, very fine

30120	   Second Russian Olympiad, Riga 1914. Pin badge, 31x32mm, silvered by F. Mueller,   140 
	   showing view of Riga bordered by laurel garland and legend, toned

30121	   Second Russian Olympiad, Riga 1914. Stick-pin badge, 22x29mm, silvered by F.   140 
	   Mueller, showing athlete and soldier in lion-drawn chariot with stadium in  
	   background, legend above, toned

   1914 AlexAnDriA

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30122	 CC	C	  Attractive & scarce group of nine unused vignettes, incl. four of similar design in   500 
	   different colours for Alexandria, three duplicates for aborted Riga Games & two fund  
	   raising labels in German, fine (9)
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   1916 Berlin

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30123	 CC	C	  Attractive & scarce group of fourteen unused vignettes, incl. set of 10 depicting   800 
	   different events, plus four other labels, fine (14)

30124	 C	DCE	  Attractive group of 38 commemorative vignettes for the inauguration of the Stadium   2’000 
	   on June 8, 1913, incl. set of 27 in three different colour showing 9 different scenes 
	   in each colour from the inauguration ceremony, a fine & very rare assembly (38)

   miScellAneOuS

30125	   Swedish Games, Stockholm, 8th-16th July 1916. Goblet, 88mm tall, 50mm diameter,   400 
	   hallmarked silver with coloured enamel plaque showing the 1912 Stockholm stadium  
	   with legend below, fine and rare. The Swedish Games were also attended by Denmark  
	   and Norway in lieu of the 1916 Olympic Games
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   1916 events (cont.)

30126	   Dutch National Olympic Games, Amsterdam 1916. Award medal, 41mm, bronze, issued by   160 
	   the Dutch Olympic Committee for 4th Prize in the Marathon

30127	   Dutch National Olympic Games, Amsterdam 1916. Commemorative medal, 41mm, bronze,   140 
	   showing palm branch separating “19” “16” on front with engraved inscription bordered  
	   by legend on reverse

30128	   German National Championship 1916. Winner’s medal commemorating Victor von   120 
	   Podbielski, 91mm, showing his bust in high-relief bordered by inscription on front  
	   and relaxed athlete with date on reverse, fine

30129	   25th Anniversary of the Revival of the Olympic Games and the Foundation of the   240 
	   International Olympic Committee 1919 Medal, 50mm, copper/bronze, showing Olympic  
	   champion on horseback on front and legend on reverse, incl. case

   1920 AntwerP

30130	   Gold medal winner’s trophy, 370mm tall, cast bronze with marble, by M. Grandmoulin,   6’000 
	   depicting victorious athlete with arm raised holding laurel wreath, standing on a base 
	   inscribed “Victoire !” and signed by the artist with date “1920.” Mounted on a round 
	   marble stand and square bronze base with plaque inscribed “VII OLYMPIADE ANVERS 
	   1920,” missing fixing pin, extremely rare and attractive
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   1920 Antwerp & Other events (cont.)

30131	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing   160 
	   Olympic rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original case

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

30132	  36 Portuguese Olympic Committee participant’s diploma awarded to Constantino Mouton   300 
	   Osorio for fencing, minor faults though still of fine appearance

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30133	   First Latvian Olympics, Riga 1920. Bronze medal, 30mm, showing athlete holding a laurel  80 
	   branch on one side and legend on reverse, with loop

30134	   First Czech Workers’ Olympiad, Prague 1921. Pin badge, 35x50mm, gold plated showing   40 
	   worker with boy holding flag

30135 30136

30135	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin 1922. Bronze Winner’s medal in Pairs Ice Skating, 69mm,   200 
	   cast bronze/copper by Schmarje, showing nude athlete holding a sceptre on front and  
	   inscription bordered by a wreath on reverse, fine. Germany was not invited to the  
	   1920 and 1924 Olympic Games because of the war. The “Kampfspiele” was a national  
	   Olympiad which also had a winter games.

30136	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin 1922. Second Place Winner’s medal in the Relay, 59mm,   200 
	   silvered, showing a naked man holding a staff in between legend on front and engraved 
	   inscription on reverse, unevenly toned

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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   1924 PAriS

30137	   A wonderful Exhibition collection neatly mounted and presented on over 115 album   Offer 
	   pages, showing proofs, epreuve deluxe, issues stamps with varieties, issues of Syria  
	   & Lebanon also with a fine array of surcharge varieties, commercial mail with an  
	   extensive range of Olympic frankings with an array of rates & usages, illustrated  
	   postcards incl. the Pasteur 15c unused set of 8 plus single used with Olympic  
	   cancel, the Kolarsine set of 10 unused, plus two used, one being bilingual French &  
	   Spanish, plus St. Raphael Quinquina unused set of 24 etc., an excellent basis for  
	   study & expansion (Est. e 5’000/8’000)

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

30138	 P	 34 30c Colour die proof of center in red (without frame or value) on glazed thick   400 
	   paper, very fine, scarce

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30139	 F	 www CLIGNANCOURT 20 VI 1924: Slogan cancel tying 25c to postcard, sent during the games  180

30140	 F	 www LYON GARE: Slogan cancel tying pair of 15c Sower on postcard to Czechoslovakia  200

30141	  www Diverse assembly of cancellations on 18 covers & cards, plus mint sets incl. Lebanon   400 
	    & Syria surcharged sets, plus some vignetes etc., mixed to fine

30142	 F	 www Attractive group of 25 covers, many with Olympic frankings tied by a variety of machine,   300 
	    slogan & cds cancels, also vignette noted, registered items, etc., fine group

   viGnetteS

30143	 F	 36 AN SERIES FOOTBALL POSTCARD: Unused ppc, AN n° 318, “La prestation de Serment /   100 
	   Equipe d’Uruguay,” very fine and scarce

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30144	 CC	C	 www LEBANON & SYRIA: 1924-25, Both sets from Syria & Liban, plus Grand Liban 2.50pi on   200 
	    50c showing inverted surcharge, very fine & scarce (17)

30145	 C	  LEBANON: Surcharged set of 4 mint, two values showing thin “G” variety, fresh & fine  200

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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   1924 Paris (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

30146	   Swedish Football Association Badge, 47x40mm, hallmarked silver with enamel, showing   300 
	   Olympic rings over the northern hemisphere bordered by legend on front and engraved  
	   “Gunnar Olsson” on reverse, who was part of the Bronze medal winning team, pin  
	   missing, rare

30147	   Turkish Team stick-pin, 11x13mm, bronze with black and red enamel, shield-shaped,   120 
	   showing the national flag, Olympic rings and date

   miScellAneOuS meDAlS

30148	   Jumper Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing a grasshopper and inscribed   140 
	   “CONCOURS DE SAUT” on front and rose wreath on reverse

30149	   Runner Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing a rabbit and inscribed   140 
	   “COURSE A PIED” on front and rose wreath on reverse

30150	   Swimming Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing a fish and inscribed   140 
	   “NATATION” on front and rose wreath on reverse

30151	   Gymnast Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing a baboon with “GYMNASTIQUE”   140 
	   on front and wreath of roses on reverse

30152	   Athletics Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing an elephant with   140 
	   “ATHLETISME” on front and wreath of roses on reverse

30153	   Wrestling Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing 2 fighting rams with   140 
	   “CHAMPIONNAT DE LUTTE” on front and wreath of roses on reverse

30154	   Aviator Sports Medal, 50mm, bronze, by Mascaux, showing a bird of prey with   140 
	   “AVIATION” on front and wreath of roses on reverse
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   1924 Paris (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30155	   Official Report, French text, 252x324mm, HB, 854pp, incl. the Chamonix Winter Games,   500 
	   some usual wear, otherwise fine

30156	   Official Report, French text, 252x324mm, HB, 854pp, incl. the Chamonix Winter Games,   500 
	   some usual wear, otherwise very fine

30157	   Official Programme for Basque Pelota, 21st July, coloured pencil marks on cover, o/w   120 
	   fine. Basque Pelota was a demonstration sport in 1924

30158	   Official Programme for Football, 1st June, quarter final between Egypt and Sweden,   120 
	   coloured pencil markings on cover o/w fine

30159	   Official Programme for Football, 6th June, semi final between Uruguay and Holland,   120 
	   coloured pencil markings on cover o/w fine

30160	   Official Programme for Tennis, 16th July, some winners filled in neatly with pen   120 
	   inside o/w fine
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   1924 Paris (cont.)

30161	   Official Programme for Rowing, 17th July, coloured pencil markings on cover o/w fine  120

30162	   Official Programme for Swimming, 14th July, coloured pencil markings on cover o/w fine  120

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30163	  36 Stadium ticket for the Marathon, 144x81mm, winkled, scarce  100

30164	  36 Swedish Lottery Ticket issued by the Committe for the 1924 Olympic Games, very fine  75

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

30165	   Participant’s diploma, 50x62cm, awarded to Knut Russell (Swedish 100m runner),   1’000 
	   showing winged Goddess of Victory between allegorical figures designed by Bernaud  
	   Naudin, creasing across centre, backed on card
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   1924 Paris (cont.)

   POStcArDS

30166	  www Official Papeghin postcards, 13 unused & 1 double of the Opening Ceremony, fine (14)  500

30167	  www Official DIX postcards, 3 unused depicting USA Pole Vault Team, Japanese Running   100 
	    Team & USA Swimming Team, fine (3)

30168	 F	 36 Art Deco full chromolitho postcards by St. Raphael Quinquina, 22 different, mostly   1’200 
	   unused, some minor stains, very fine

30169	 F	 36 Official AN postcards, 35 unused depicting a variety of different Teams, Opening   1’000 
	   Ceramony, Tennis, Rugby, Water Polo showing the following serial numbers: 95, 96,  
	   100, 145, 158-59, 162, 303-305, 326-27, 329, 331-34, 343, 351-52, 355-56, 358, 360,  
	   362, 366, 377, 387-88, 393, 407, 410, 429, 441, 451, fine (35)

30170	 F	 34 Art Deco, 7 diff. full chromolitho postcards by Floowy, unused, plus a few   800 
	   duplicates, very fine (11)

30171	 F	 34 Art Deco, 8 diff. full chromolitho postcards by Floowy, unused, very fine  700

30172	 F	  Art Deco, 10 different full chromolitho postcards by Floowy, unused, very fine  700

30173	 F	 34 Three art deco 15c postal cards by Pasteur plus special folder, also four unused &   500 
	   used cards depicting poster style images, plus Souvenir card, fine (9)

   memOrABiliA - metAl

   PlAqueS

30174	   Commemorative plaque, 76x44mm, bronze, showing a lady sitting on the floor holding   140 
	   roses, looking up at a portrait of a man, with Olympic rings and flame in the centre.

   1924 chAmOnix

30175	   Chamonix-Mont Blanc advertising poster, 76x109cm, design by Roger Soubie showing a   2’000 
	   female figure skater with “Chamonix-Mont Blanc / Toutes les Installations de Sports  
	   d’Hiver” below, backed on linen, a very fine and beautiful poster
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   1924 chamonix (cont.)

30174

30176

30176	   Third place / Participation medal, 52mm, bronze but unfortunately has been made to   500 
	   look like a winner’s medal, potentially could be refurbished, still very rare

   1925 PrAGue

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30177	 F	  SPECIAL CONGRESS CANCEL: Complete set on cover tied by special opening day of the   150 
	   Congress cds on 24.V.25, very fine

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30178	   Fourth Latvian Olympiad 1927. Stick-pin, embossed bronze, showing biga (a two-wheeled  50 
	   chariot drawn by two horses) following a torch runner between legend, fine

30179	   Second Czech Workers’ Olympiad, Prague 1927. Pin badge showing worker between a girl   40 
	   and a boy holding a flag above legend, with red ribbon

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mAStercArD, eurOcArD and AmericAn exPreSS
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   1928 AmSterDAm

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

30180	 A	  3c Blue-green, imperf proof on gummed wmkd paper, creased, very fine & rare  400

30181	 A	  7 1/2c Red-brown, imperf proof on gummed wmkd paper, light bends, very fine & rare  400

30182	 A	  10c Green, imperf proof on gummed wmkd paper, light bends, very fine & rare  400

30183	 A	  30c Red, imperf proof on gummed wmkd paper, creased, very fine & rare  400

   BASic iSSue

30184	 F	 36 Complete set neatly tied by special star cancel dates 9.8.28 N2, being the athletics   360 
	   day, on large registered cover, with scarce AMSTERDAM / STADION registered label  
	   alongside, very fine

30185	 F	 36 Complete set on cover tied by special star cancel used on the football day 30.5.1928   160 
	   with orange Olympic vignette alongside, very fine

30186	 G	 www Complete set tied by special star on large ornate Esperanto sheet, fine  100

   OFFiciAl POStAl StAtiOnery PrinteD By huyGenS

30187	 F	 34 3c unused postal stationery card, with Swimming insert and boxed De Regentes, very fine  200

30188	 F	 34 3c postcard Serie F3 (Boxing) unused, very fine & scarce  500

30189	 F	 34 3c postcard Serie F2 (Cycling) unused, very fine & scarce  500

30190	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-2001-3000)  150

30191	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens B.1-1000)  200

30192	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-1000)  150
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   1928 Amsterdam (cont.)

30193	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-1001-2000)  150

30194	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-1000)  150

30195	 F	 34 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens D-1000)  150

30196	 F	 44 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens B.1-1000)  150

30197	 F	 44 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens E-1000)  150

30198	 F	P	 44 5c unused postcard proof in black, very fine & scarce (Huygens C.1)  600

30199	 F	P	 44 5c unused postcard proof in black, very fine & scarce (without Huygens series number)  600

30200	 F	P	 44 7 1/2c unused postcard of the printer’s proof in brown, very fine & rare  600

30201	 F	P	 44 7 1/2c unused postcard of the printer’s proof in black, very fine & rare  600

30202	 F www Official Dutch Olympic committee unused printed envelope & letterhead paper, very fine  150

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30203	 F	 46 Special cancel dated 31.78.28 N2 star ds tying five Olympic values, card shows   100 
	   Olympic interest text, fine

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30204	 F	 46 ESTONIA 1927 Cover from Paris via Tallin to Reval, bearing unusual red boxed cachet   240 
	   on reverse, this cachet was struck in Tallinn and was used during February & March  
	   1927 re: lottery which collected money to finance Estonian participation in the 1928  
	   games, scarce

30205	 DCE	 44 URUGUAY souvenir folder of the football team victory with commemorative set inside,   200 
	   very fine

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

30206	   Participation medal, 55mm, bronze, by J. C. Wienecke, showing nude male and female   240 
	   athletes on podium holding torch over Olympic flame on one side, with Victory over Marathon 
	   tower and Amsterdam shield between two hemispheres on other, a little bit rubbed

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

30207	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing Olympic  180 
	   rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

You may participate directly in the auction and
 bid by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1928 Amsterdam (cont.)

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30208	  44 Official Report, Dutch text, 241x298mm, HB, 1042pp, very minor wear to cover, fine  300

30209	  44 Gymnastics Regulations in French, 30pp, pink cover, very good condition  80

30210	  44 Wrestling Regulations in Spanish, 22pp, yellow cover, very good condition  80

30211	  44 Pentathlon Regulations in German, 25pp, light red cover, excellent condition  80

30212	  46 Pentathlon Regulations in Dutch, 25 pages, light red cover, small pen scribble on   60 
	   front cover otherwise fine

30213	  46 Official Programme No.19 June 9, Football 3rd Place Final between Italy and Egypt,   60 
	   very good condition

30214	  46 Official Programme No.24 July 30, Athletics, very good condition  60

30215	  46 Official Programme No.28 August 3, Athletics, a few pencil markings inside, very   60 
	   good condition

30216	  46 Official Programme No.31 August 6, Swimming, a few pencil marks inside, very good   60 
	   condition

30217	  46 Official Programme No.32 August 7-10, Gymnastics, a few pencil marks inside, very   80 
	   good condition

   BOOkS

30218	  44 Official Guide for the Olympic Games in Dutch, French, German and English,114x155mm,   100 
	   308 pages, orange hardback cover, front cover is a little loose but otherwise good condition

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30219	  48 Fencing Ticket Booklet, 135x96mm, with 13 unused tickets (missing 4 tickets), light   800 
	   marks on front cover

30220	  48 1928 Complete set of 17 Boxing & Wrestling Tickets, July 28th to August 11th, plus   800 
	   Tickets A, B, C & ND, all in stapled into pink booklet, few rust spots, generally  
	   very fine & rare

30221	  48 Parking Pass for Officials, large blue & orange pass with Police & Olympic cachets,   300 
	   numbered, unusual & rare

30222	  48 Parking Pass for Officials, large purple & orange pass with Police & Olympic   300 
	   cachets, numbered, unusual & rare

30223	  48 Identity Card for Frantisek Lechner a member for the Czechoslovakian Olympic   200 
	   Committee, very fine & scarce

30224	  48 1928 Equestrian Sports Press Pass, issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, dated   150 
	   August 9, numbered, very fine

30225	  48 1928 Equestrian Sports Press Pass, issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, dated   150 
	   August 11, numbered, very fine

30226	  48 1928 Gymnastics Press Pass, issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, dated August 9,   150 
	   numbered, very fine

30227	  48 1928 Soccer Press Pass, issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, day “6,” numbered,   150 
	   very fine

30228	  54 1928 Hockey Press Pass, issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, day “5,” numbered,   150 
	   very fine

   POStcArDS

30229	 F	 46 Official postcards: Attractive group of 59 cards, mostly unused, some used with   1’000 
	   special Olympic cancels, showing an array of events but mostly track & field or  
	   football, some duplication, mixed to very fine (59)

   miScellAneOuS

30230	   Share Certificate from 1925 for 100f, numbered “5,” very fine, mounted on album page  100

 The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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   1928 Amsterdam (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - metAl

30231	   Commemorative metal plate, 310mm, embossed bronze/copper, showing javelin thrower   100 
	   with Games legend around edge, a couple of small cracks, fine appearance

30232	   Commemorative metal plate, 310mm, embossed brass, showing footballer with Games   100 
	   legend around edge, a couple of small cracks, fine appearance

   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

30233	  54 Delftware Olympic Stadium and Flame plaque, 100x150mm, showing view of stadium and   180 
	   tower with Olympic flame in front, legend at foot

30234	  54 Delftware Olympic Flame plaque, 115x115mm, showing multicoloured view of the Olympic   140 
	   flame on a tower in front of rising sun, bordered by laurel branches and legend

30240
                            

30235	   Glass goblet, 65mm diameter, 110mm height, cobalt blue glass with white engraved   100 
	   2-line Games legend, very fine

30236	   Glass goblet, 118mm high, purple glass, with legend and Amsterdam shield etched   150 
	   around base, very fine

30237	   Glass vase, 118mm tall, amber glass with etched Games legend and Amsterdam coat of   150 
	   arms, very fine

   1928 St. mOritz

30238	  54 Identity card, unsigned & unused, very fine & scarce  100

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30239	  54 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Breslau 1930. Stoneware plaque, 285x285mm, with the same   240 
	   design as the winners' medals, showing the eagle and legend surrounded by images of  
	   the different sporting events, unusual

30240	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Krummhubel, Schlesien 1930. Merit medal, 90mm, bronze, showing   180 
	   eagle surrounded by athletes pictured in different events on front and coat of arms  
	   with surrounding legend on reverse

   1930 OlymPic cOnGreSS Berlin
30241	 F	 www Olympic Congress stationery unused, plus franked card with special cancel,   1’400 
	    commemorative postcard & special cancel on postcard, etc., a fine & scarce group (5)

30235
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   1932 lAke PlAciD

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

30241A	   Japanese Skating Team pin badge, 22x16mm, showing Japanese flag on a skate above   260 
	   coloured Olympic rings, tiny amount of enamel missing from flag, with “O.S.M.K. /  
	   1935” on reverse

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30242	  54 The Mt. Van Hooevenberg Olympic Bob-run, 8pp pamphlet, very fine  100

30243	  www “Report of the III Olympic Winter Games Committee Lake Placid 1932 at the General Meeting  40 
	    of the American Olympic Association, Washington 1930” brochure, 101x201mm, 8pp, very fine

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

30243A	   Winner’s Diploma Specimen from the archives of the American Bank Note Co, with red   1’100 
	   handstamp in top right “Return to Record & Specimen Dept.” and in bottom right  
	   “SPECIMEN” between two punch holes, UNIQUE

30244	  54 TICKETS: Standing-Room Season Ticket in green on plastic card, value $30, very fine  100

30245	  54 TICKETS: Children Bleacher Ticket for Afternoon Feb.13, black on rose card, value   100 
	   $1.50, one control punch, very fine

30246	  54 TICKETS: Bleachers Season Ticket in red on plastic card, value $30, very fine  100

30247	  54 TICKETS: Adult Bleacher Ticket for Morning Feb.5, black on yellow card, value $2.00,   100 
	   one control punch, very fine

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e	 50	-	 100	 e	 5	 e	 500	 -	 1000	 e	 50		 e	 5000	 -	 10000	 e	 500
	e	 100	-	 200	 e	 10	 e	 1000	 -	 2000	 e	 100	 e	 10000	 -	 20000	 e	 1000
	e	 200	-	 500	 e	 20	 e	 2000	 -	 5000	 e	200	 e	 20000	 -	 50000	 e	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 e			50000	 -	100000	 e	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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   1932 lOS AnGeleS

   viGnetteS

30248	 F	  Danish Olympic vignette tied by San Francisco duplex together with US 15c air on   300 
	   airmail cover to Copenhagen, same vignette also on reverse

30249	 CC	C	F	  Extensive and valuable collection showing many different vignettes incl. Official   1’500 
	 J	  vignette die proofs in black & in black & red, Omega in three different languages,  
	   Help America Win the 1932 Olympic Games (2), Discus Thrower in blue complete sheet  
	   of 50, Discus Thrower in red & yellow showing eight different advertisers or slogans  
	   (8), Czech Olympic Committee in sheet of 12, Norwegian Fund for the Games, etc.,  
	   some on covers (3), a wonderful lot for the specialist (170+)

30250	 C	F	 www Group of 5 diff. vignettes, 3 ppcs incl. 1 FDC, 3 Los Angeles covers incl. 2 FDCs,   150 
	   very fine

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

30251 30252
30253

30256

30251	   Gold Medal Winner’s Lapel Pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing   160 
	   Olympic rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original  
	   presentation case

30252	   Bronze Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, bronze, showing gold   160 
	   plated Olympic rings in front of laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl.  
	   original presentation case

30253	   Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 15x18mm, gold plated, numbered and   120 
	   contained in the original wallet

30254   No Lot

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1932 los Angeles (cont.)

30255 30257 30258
30255	   Italian NOC Recognition medal awarded to Zaraemlla Giuseppe, 49mm, silver by   140 
	   Manetti, showing triumphant athlete carried on a shield in high-relief on front and  
	   fasces and oak branches above inscription and engraved name

   BADGeS

30256	   Official Fund Raising pin, 12x10mm, gold plated (very little left on front), silvered  80 
	   shield with coloured enamel centre showing Olympic rings, incl. original card it 
	   was sold on

   miScellAneOuS

30257	   Gyorgy Brody, Hungarian gold medal winnner in Water Polo in 1932 and 1936 Olympics,   360 
	   commemorative medal, 50mm, bronze, showing players in high-relief looking towards  
	   national symbol and country outline on front, with legend on reverse

30258	   Honorary medal given to members of the German Olympic Committee for their   300 
	   achievements at the 1932 Games, 90x95mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings bordered by  
	   Games legend on one side and German eagle on shield bordered by awards legend on the  
	   other, incl. original presentation case

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30259	  54 Official Report, English text, 233x311mm, HB, 815pp, light soiling to cover,   300 
	   dedicated inside, otherwise fine

30260	  54 Official Programs, complete collection of 39, HB blue leather with gilt inlay   1’000 
	   showing Games logo, top right corner knocked and reference mark on spine, otherwise  
	   very fine and rare

30261	  www “Olympiska Spelen i Los Angles 1932” the results of the Games in two small   100 
	    pamphlets, in Swedish

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30262	   Specimen tickets plus Ticket Master’s book, complete set of 78, from Ticket Master R. P.   3’000 
	   Roberts, used during the games to verify the authenticity of the tickets. Each with “SPECIMEN” 
	    on left side between 2 puncholes, as made. Glue remnants on reverse from having being 
	   removed from the book.
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30263	   Olympic Stadium Pass in green, very fine  100

30264	   Olympic Stadium Pass in blue, very fine  100

30265	   Official Pass in violet, very fine  100

30266   No Lot

   PhOtOGrAPhS

30267	   Souvenir Photo Folders: Attractive group of seven folders, some showing scenes from the  300 
	   Games and others scenes from Los Angeles, etc., some duplication, a scarce group (7)

   memOrABiliA - PlAqueS

30268	   Swedish plaque awarded for outstanding achievement in the 1932 Games, 51x84mm,   100 
	   hallmarked silver plated, awarded to Sven Thofelt (engraved inscription on reverse)  
	   who was part of the Fencing épée team who won a silver medal, Swedish flag and  
	   association legend on front, some plating missing around the engraving

   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

30269	   Glass cup, 72mm diameter, 101mm height, clear glass with white design showing discus   100 
	   thrower above the stadium and “OLYMPIC GAMES / LOS ANGELES 1932,” very fine

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30270	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Braunlage-Schierke 1934. Bronze Winner’s medal, 90mm, made by   400 
	   Glocker, showing athletes in different events with inscription on one side and a ski  
	   jumper jumping over a swastika flag on the other, with loop
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   1934-36 events (cont.)

30271	   FIFA World Cup 1934: DFB (German Football Association) medal, 23mm, gold, showing   200 
	   footballer with DFB logo on one side, and “WELT- / MEISTERSCHAFT / 1934” engraved on  
	   the other, with loop, possibly a particpation medal for the German players, very fine

30272	   40th Anniversary Celebration of the Re-Establishment of the Olympic Games 1934 pin   180 
	   badge, 28x43mm, gold plated, by Hugeunin

30273	   1935 German Reichs Sport Propaganda Week poster, 420x590mm, showing marching   750 
	   athletes with Nazi banners, eagle silhouette above, legend below, backed on canvas,  
	   some horizontal folds barely noticeable, wonderful piece of propaganda, fine

You may participate directly in the auction and
 bid by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1934-36 events (cont.)

30274	   Bombay Silver Jubilee Olympic Games 1935. First Prize medal in the Sack Race, 41mm,   120 
	   silver, showing busts of KGV and queen bordered by legend on front and female  
	   crowning victorious athletes on reverse, toned

30275	   First Place Winner’s Medal in Pre-Olympic Cycling, April 10th 1936, 33mm, gilt,   240 
	   showing cyclist on on the front and with the date engraved on reverse, incl. black  
	   and orange ribbon with affixed gilt Olympic rings

30276	   American Bicycle League of America Olympic Trials medal, 25x34mm, bell-shaped   100 
	   showing cyclist above five rings and legend “A. B. L of A / 19 36 / OLYMPIC TRIALS,”  
	   with red white and blue striped ribbon (slightly soiled) and bar pin, fine

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, 
the buyer may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over 
an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus 
charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of each month. When the special extended 
payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases 
must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the 
offices of DF. 
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   1936 Berlin

   BASic iSSue

30277	 CC	  The Unique Torchbearer Complete Unopened Coil Roll of 300   15’000

	   1936 Olympic Torchbearer 12pf + 6pf carmine-red, complete unopened coil roll of 300  
	   stamps with approx. 30 coil joins, showing lead strip with imprinted and manuscript  
	   information: “Olympiamarken 300 Stück zu 12 + 6 Rpf / (ms “25./6. 36”) Wert: 54 RM  
	   (ms “14909”) “Schluflstreifen zu 4 Marken=blättchen” (handstamped number & signature) 

	   Note: The German Post office made the coil by cutting sheets into strips of ten, and  
	   then connecting the strips by coil joins or tabs on the reverse, these coils were  
	   made especially for vending machines.

   An important item for the Berlin Olympic connoisseur & major rarity

30278	 CC	C	  1936 Olympic Football 6pf + 4pf green, mint coil strip of eleven showing coil join,   1’000 
	   fresh, very fine & extremely rare

30279	 F	 74 Complete set tied on registered express cover used of the first day of issue, very fine  400

   viGnetteS

30280	 CC	C	 www Official vignettes, red ovals in different languages, plus a fine array of other   400 
	 DCE	F	   vignettes, plus cover with vignettes applied, mixed to very fine (75 + 3 covers)

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30281	 CC C DCE www Bulgarian vignettes, 11 unused examples, showing three different designs  100

   memOrABiliA - meDAlS & BADGeS

   winnerS’ meDAlS

30282	   Replica of a First Place Gold medal, 55mm, showing seated female with wreath and   380 
	   palm branch above stadium on one side and a victorious athlete being carried by a  
	   crowd on the other
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30283	   Third Place Bronze medal, 55m, showing seated female with wreath and palm branch   3’600 
	   above stadium on one side and a victorius athlete being carried by a crowd on the  
	   other, incl. original presentation case

30284	   Oak wreath awarded to Carl Lorenz, Gold medal winner in the men’s Tandem cycling, a   800 
	   fantastic piece of Olympic history

30285	   German Gold Medal Winner’s stick-pin, 24x21mm, gold plated silver, showing eagle with  800 
	   swastika NOT removed surrounded by wreath and Olympic rings, very good condition

30286	   Presentation Ring of Reich Sport Minister von Tschammer und Osten to German Olympic   1’200 
	   Medal Winners, 18x27mm, silver with onyx stone, showing eagle with Olympic rings on face 
	   and oak leaf decoration on side. Presented to medal winners deemed “true Aryan athletes”
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30287	   Lieutenant G. Gustmann award medal by the Wehrmacht, 100mm, blackened iron,   300 
	   inscribed “The Highest Order of the Wehrmacht / The Winner” (translation), with  
	   eagle and swastika in between, reverse with “Olympiade / 1936 / Leutnant /  
	   Gustmann,” with presentation case, very fine and rare

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

30288	   Cycling Head of Staff badge, 41x43mm, silvered plated by Lauer, suspended from a   2’000 
	   blue ribbon and inscribed bar with pin, fine

30289	   Fencing Team Head of Staff badge, 41x43mm, silvered plated by Lauer, suspended from   1’500 
	   a purple ribbon (slightly soiled) and inscribed bar with pin, 1 of only 7 badges issued

30290	   Physician Staff badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, suspended from white   800 
	   (discoloured) ribbon with red enamelled cross (small chip) and inscribed bar with  
	   pin, silver is toned

30291	   Gymnastics, International Federation’s President’s badge, 41x43mm, gold plated by Lauer,  3’000 
	   inscribed “I.V” on badge with pink ribbon inscribed “Intern. / Verband,” label still attached 
	   to reverse saying in German “Not valid for entry,” very fine, probably unique
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30290
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30291
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30291

30292	   Boxing Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated, by Lauer, numbered, inscribed   1’000 
	   “RICHTER” with dark red ribbon, incl. original numbered packet, excellent condition

30293	   Hockey Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, numbered, inscribed “RICHTER”   1’000 
	   with dark green ribbon, excellent condition

30294	   Pentathlon Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, numbered, inscribed   900 
	   “RICHTER” with dark red ribbon, silver is toned

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30291
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30292
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30293
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30294
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30292
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30293
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30294
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30295	   Gliding Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   1’000 
	   yellow ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” very good condition

30296	   Handball Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   1’000 
	   white (lightly soiled) ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” good condition

30297	   Hockey Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on green   1’000 
	   ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” slightly soiled, otherwise good condition

30298	   Basketball Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   1’000 
	   lime-green ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” slightly faded

30299	   Football Participant’s badge, 42x45mm, bronze by Lauer (some discolouration),   800 
	   numbered, inscription on dark red ribbon, fine

30300	   Shooting Participant’s badge, 42x46mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   green ribbon, very good condition

30301	   Handball Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   peach ribbon, very good condition

30302	   Polo Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze (partly tarnished) by Lauer, numbered,   800 
	   inscription on brown ribbon, good condition

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30295
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30296
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30297
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30298
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30295
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30296
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30297
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30298
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30299
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30300
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30302
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30299
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30300
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30302
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30303	   International Star Flight (“Sternflug”) Olympiad Berlin Participant’s Badge,   400 
	   51x36mm, three silver planes flying towards coloured Olympic rings affixed on mother  
	   of pearl. Only 54 pilots were presented with this badge upon completion of the  
	   Olympic flight to Berlin

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

30304	   Gold Medal Winner lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated showing Olympic   200 
	   rings in front of leaves in a “V” shape, incl. original wallet and numbered

30305	   Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 15x18mm, gold plated, numbered and   120 
	   contained in the original wallet

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

30306	   Czech Team pin badge, 35x48, bronze with enamel, showing coat of arms above legend   260 
	   and Olympic rings, with national flag behind

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30303
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30303
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30304
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30304
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30305
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30305
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30304
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30305
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30306
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30306
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30307

30308
30309 30310

30311

30307	   Finnish Team pin, 15x21mm, silvered showing Olympic rings in colour, tarnished  220

30308	   British Equestrian team pin badge, 22x25mm, bronze and red enamel, showing horse   200 
	   jumping over fence with “BRITISH / EQUESTRIAN TEAM” below, also a Christmas card  
	   from the Weedon Equestrian School with a photo of the men’s equestrian team from the  
	   Berlin Games, fine

30309	   Swedish Olympic Stick-Pin Badge, 24.5x18.5mm, gold plated with enamel, showing the   180 
	   Swedish flag and Olympic flag crossing with “1936” in between

30310	   Norway Team stick-pin, 12x20mm, gold plated  160

30311	   Bulgarian Gold NOC Badge, 34x36mm, goldplated with enamel, showing crowned coat of   160 
	   arms surrounded by wreath with Olympic rings below, with screw-back

30312	   Hungarian Team stick-pin, 14x20mm, bronze with enamel, showing Olympic rings and bar   140 
	   above shield in national colours with inscription

30313	   Egyptian Team pin badge, 22mm, silvered with green enamel, showing crescent moon   120 
	   with 3 stars above Olympic rings, toned

30314	   Austrian Fund Raising pin badge, 14x16mm, gold plated, showing double headed eagle   100 
	   bordered by legend

30315	   Polish Team stick-pin, 15x21mm, silvered, showing Olympic rings above Polish eagle  80

30316	   Dutch Commemorative Stick-Pin, 8x11mm, silvered with black enamel, showing “O” and   70 
	   “S” (for Olympic Games) dividing “1936”

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30307
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30308
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30309
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30307
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30308
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30309
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30312
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30313
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30314
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30312
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30313
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30314
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30315
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30316
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30315
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30316
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30317	   Dutch merit medals and pins in a presentation case, each with “NOC / H.L.O” with blue  700 
	   background and male and female heads in between, in bronze, silver, gold and gold with 
	   green enamel leaves, in medal, stick-pin and button badge format, also minature medals 
	   but are missing the bronze and silver, also in the same design but not belonging to the  
   case are bronze (2), silver and silver & blue stick-pins, bronze & blue pin badge and  
   miniature medal with Olympic Torch, made by Koninklijke Begeer Voorschoten (Holland),  
   very fine and rare (20 pieces)

30318	   Italian National Olympic Committee Medal, 1936, 49mm, in bronze showing high-relief   300 
	   bust of Mussolini on front and reverse showing athlete and winged male with fasces,  
	   both saluting

30319	   Dutch Participants in Berlin commemorative medal, 50mm, bronze by Gerritsen, showing   180 
	   athlete’s head over Olympic rings on front and dutch legend on reverse. Presented to  
	   all Dutch athletes training for the Berlin Games

30320	   Victor Emmanuel III medal for Italian athletes, 37mm, gilt, showing the head of the King  100 
	   in relief on one side, with “AGLI / OLIMPIONICI ITALIANI” bordered by Games legend, fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30317
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30317
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30318
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30318
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30319
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30319
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30318
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30319
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30320
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30320
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

   BADGeS

30321	   Official Hat Badge, 69x28mm, gold plated, by Pleuger & Voss, Ludenscheid, showing   160 
	   laurel branch in Olympic rings and “19” “36” at top, 4 prongs on reverse

30322	   Olympic Village Service badge, 68mm, dark green bakelite with silver inlay showing   280 
	   Olympic rings above Brandenburg Gate and clip-on number

30323	   Olympic Village Service badge, 68mm, red bakelite with silver inlay showing Olympic   280 
	   rings above Brandenburg Gate and clip-on number

30324	   Car Race for the Benefit of the Berlin Olympics pin badge, 1935, 58x38mm oval,   200 
	   silvered with blue enamel showing race car above Olympic rings and bordered by legend

30325	   German Olympic Equestrian Committee Donation pin, 42mm, silvered with coloured   160 
	   enamel, showing horse and rider jumping over Olympic rings, tone spots

30326	   FIFA Congress, Berlin 1936: Pin badge with “F.I.F.A / Berlin / 1936” and coloured   100 
	   Olympic rings, fine

   miScellAneOuS

30327	   Lighting of the Olympic Flame in Olympia July 23 1936 commemorative medal, 74mm,   300 
	   cast silver showing high-relief bust of Willy Sachs on front and torchrunner on  
	   reverse with legend, toned

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30321
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30321
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30322
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30323
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30324
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30325
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30322
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30323
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30324
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30325
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30326
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30326
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30327
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30327
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30327
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30328	   Lighting of the Olympic Torch in Olympia commemorative medal, 36mm, bronze, showing   150 
	   torchrunner lighting torch on front with date below and hands passing a laurel  
	   branch within rings above legend

30329	   Medal presentation case with engraved plaque showing signature of von Tschammer und   1’000 
	   Osten (Head of the German Sports Office during the Olympics), eagle above wreath and  
	   swastika, oak and laurel branches and Games legend, medals inside incl. von Tschammer 
	   und Osten commemoration medal, 49mm, bronze; medal with target, Olympic Rings and 
	   legend, engraved “15.8.36” on reverse, with oak leaf pin hanger, bonze, 30mm; and 
	   both halves of the medal shaped calendar, an unusual and probably unique item

30330	  74 Watch Chain with 7 Shooting Prize Medals from 1930 to 1936, from 33 to 40mm, in   400 
	   silver (2) and bronze (5), 2 of which are from Berlin 1936 showing Olympic rings

30331	   Endre Kabos (Hungarian Fencing Olympic Winner) commemorative medal, 50mm, bronze,   260 
	   showing his bust in high-relief bordered by Olympic rings and legend

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30328
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30328
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30329
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30329
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30330
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30331
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30331
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30332	   Ferenc Csik (Hungarian swimmer who won the Gold medal in 100m freestyle and a Bronze   200 
	   in the 4x200m freestyle relay) commemorative medal, 81mm, bronze, showing his name  
	   and bust with Olympic rings and “BERLIN / 1936” on the front and the stadium with  
	   swimmer on reverse

30333	   Hindenburg zeppelin pin, 40x18mm, silvered, with Olympic rings. The Hindenburg flew   150 
	   at the Opening Ceremony over the Berlin Stadium

30334	   German Skittles Federation Prize for Outstanding Achievement, 1936, with stand,   280 
	   117x136mm, cast blackened iron, showing nude athlete holding Olympic flag in front  
	   of swastika bordered by German inscription “In the year of the Olympic games” on  
	   front, and eagle holding rings bordered by legend on reverse

30335	   German Skittles Federation 50th Anniversary Medal, 1936, with stand, 117x136mm, cast   200 
	   blackened iron, showing nude athlete holding Olympic flag in front of swastika  
	   bordered by German inscription “In the year of the Olympic games” on front, and  
	   eagle holding rings bordered by legend on reverse

30336	   International Amateur Horse Riding Day, Munchen-Riem, 29.7.6.1936. First Prize Gold   220 
	   Medal for “Die Fünf Ringe” race, 51mm, cast silver with gold plating by H. Schwegerle,  
	   showing two horse riders on front with Olympic rings and legend on reverse with  
   engraving “WAFFENSCHMID,” incl. original presentation case

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30332
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30332
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30332
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30333
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30333
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30334
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30335
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30334
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30335
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30336
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30336
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30336
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30337	   Mulheimer Tennis Association Tournament medal, 41mm, gold plated bronze, by B. H.   140 
	   Mayer, showing tennis racket and laurel branches on one side and Olympic bell  
	   bordered by the German inscription “In the Year of the Olympic Games,” and engraved  
	   with legend “MULH. TENNISVEREIN / S.A.I.T.T. 1936 / I.P.H.D.”

30338	   1935 “Forderungsrennen Der Deutschen Olympiahilfe 1935” attractive blue enamal   100 
	   badge depicting a racing car & Olympic rings, very fine

   memOrABiliA - tOrcheS

30339	  74 Official Torch which has been modified into a table lamp with opaque glass flame   2’800 
	   top, all the Berlin torches are important as they took part in the first Olympic Torch run

30340	   Replica torch, 29.5cm high, 8.6cm diameter base, with the eagle holding the Olympic   300 
	   Rings above legend and route of the torch relay, differs from the original by having  
	   a concave top with a spike, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30337
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30337
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30337
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30338
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30338
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30339
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30340
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30340
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30339
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30344
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30345
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30346
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30279
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30330
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30351
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30347
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30348
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30349
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30350
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30352
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30353
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30354
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30355
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30356
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30357
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30358
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30360
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30361
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30362
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30363
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30366
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30341	   Miniature torch, 165mm high, bronzed, by Lindner & Maak of Dresden, same design and   200 
	   shape as the official torch, maker’s mark on bottom, some light wear to plating, scarce

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

30342	 F	 www 1936 Mixed lot of covers and cards incl. eight ppcs with stamps on obverse, eight Austrian  300 
	    items with special meter cancel, card with boxed Olympia-Fackel-Lauf hs, group of more 
	    modern commem. cards, special leaflet with complete set, etc., a great lot

30343	 F	 www “Völkische Beobachter” magazines (8 issues) about the games, also special issue of   200 
	    “Berliner Illustrierte” about the games, six cards with Dresden Olympic stamp show,  
	    one Garmisch card, interesting

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30344	  74 BULGARIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE: Special 32 page booklet with instructions and   1’800 
	   information pertaining to Torch Relay through Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary  
	   & on to Germany, franked 30st pair tied on front of booklet with BULGARIAN OLYMPIC  
	   COMMITTEE cachet in blue alongside, an important & extremely rare showpiece

30345	  74 Official Report, 2 volumes, German text, 240x310mm, minor cover wear, foxing on   300 
	   first and last pages, otherwise fine

30346	  74 Official Day Programmes, 1st-8th and 11th-16th August, also incl. programme for the   550 
	   Olympic Youth Festival, mixed condition (15)

30347	  75 General Regulations and Programme, in German, 95pp with fold-out programme at back,   140 
	   small piece cut out of cover on front and a little spine damage, otherwise fine

30348	  75 Shooting Rules, Regulations and Programme, in German, 42 pages with fold-out   100 
	   programme in back, very good condition

30349	  75 Pentathlon Rules, Regulations and Programme, in German, 42 pages with fold-out   100 
	   programme in back, fine condition

30350	  75 American Olympic Committee Report on the Berlin and Garmisch-Partenkirchen Games,   120 
	   201x277mm, HB, 492pp, blue cover with gilt legend and USA Olympic logo, very fine

   BrOchureS

30351	  74 Official Information brochures, 103x223mm, 19 pages, showing poster design in colour   440 
	   on the cover, printed by the Reichsbahnzentrale, with Italy, Danish, English,  
	   Portuguese, Swedish, French, Spanish, German, Dutch, Czech and Hungarian editions,  
	   incl. different printings of the same language (17)

   BOOkS

30352	  75 “The IOC and the Modern Olympic Games” produced by the German Olympic Committee,   200 
	   147x209mm, 16 pages, German text, light green cover, date stamp and signature on  
	   front otherwise fine.

30353	  75 “Olympic Games Past and Present” by Dr. Carl Diem, 146x209mm, 20 pages, German text,   140 
	   beige softback cover with title “Die Olympischen Spiele in Altertum un Gegenwart”  
	   and Olympic bell below, very good condition apart from a small amount of rust  
	   staining by the staples

30354	  75 “Olympische Verknüpfung” by Carl Diem, produced by the German Olympic Committee,   120 
	   130x179, 23 pages, German text, green softback cover

30355	  75 “Olympia Neuer Zeit” by Carl Diem, produced by the German Olympic Committee,   100 
	   127x180mm, 12 pages, German text, light green softback cover, fine

30356	  75 Official Guide Book, German edition, 161x200mm, 174 pages, as well as a pull-out map   80 
	   and Olympic bell bookmark

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30357	  76 Identity card for the British Olympic Association, apparently used with photo   150 
	   missing & name removed, scarce

30358	  76 Fencing Press Ticket for August 14 in Kuppelsaal, price RM 4, very fine  100

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

30359	   Olympic Trials diploma for first place in Swimming (Women’s 100m backstroke),   140 
	   175x245mm, dated 4th February 1934, with athlete’s head in embossed metal at top,  
	   with green card binding, some light foxing otherwise fine
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30360	  76 Winner’s diploma for Ferenc Csik, winner of the Men’s 100m Freestyle swimming,   500 
	   original outer card frame cut down, several creases and other minor faults, backed  
	   on thin card, still a rare item

30361	  76 Winner’s diploma awarded to a Hungarian for 2nd place in the 4x200m Swimming Relay,   500 
	   outer card frame cut down and affixed on thin card, some discolouration

30362	  76 Winner’s diploma awarded to an Austrian for 2nd place in Football, poor condition   200 
	   with some creasing and abrasions, water marks and tears to the outer card frame

30363	  76 Winner’s diploma for 3rd place in Rowing Eights, awarded to Hans-Joachim Hannemann   1’000 
	   (incl. a picture of him), very fine

   PhOtOS

30364	  www Men’s Rowing Eights enlarged photo on card showing the finish of the final, signed   60 
	    by some of the German team who finished third (Alfred Rieck, Hans Kuschke, Heinz  
	    Kaufmann, Gerd Völs and Wilhelm Mahlow), very fine

   POStcArDS

30365	  76 Photo card of Leni Riefenstahl, 128x179mm, signed by her and dedicated to Heinz   200 
	   Kaufmann (Bronze medal winner in the Men’s Eights rowing), fine

   POSterS

30366	  76 Olympic Games advertising poster showing Hitler and Sports Minister von Tschammer   400 
	   und Osten, 325x478mm cardboard, with black pastel design, soiled

30367	   Official poster in Dutch, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset   1’600 
	   printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several  
	   folds, backed on linen, only 3000 printed

30368	   Official poster in Spanish, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset   1’500 
	   printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several  
	   folds, small tears at foot otherwise fine
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30369	   Official poster in English, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset   1’000 
	   printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several  
	   folds, backed on card, 30cm tear at foot otherwise fine, also incl. official 1995  
	   reprint by the Atlanta Olympic Committee, 330x430mm, and offical 1984 reprint  
	   by the IOC, 700x470mm

30370	   Official poster in German, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset   600 
	   printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several  
	   folds, backed on linen, with damaged top corners and some creasing

Distinguished items are eagerly sought for our Spring 2011 offer of

Rarities of the World
If you have a suitable item, please contact us as soon as possible as this auction
is always limited to a small number of lots. Special conditions can be considered.

Every Six Months!
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30371	   Official Brandenburg Gate Quadriga poster in English, 63x101cm, green and orange   1’000 
	   offset printing, designed by Friedel Dzubas and Krauss, legend at top and bottom,  
	   small tears, creasing and a little discolouration around the periphery

30372	   Swedish poster advertising the American athletes training session in Stockholm on   300 
	   30th July, 69x99cm, design by Lundqvist showing American runner crossing the  
	   finishing line, folds, backed on linen, fine appearance

30373	   Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film poster for the 1938 documentary of the Berlin   1’200 
	   Games, in French, 63x84cm, printed by L. F. De Vos, Antwerp, showing hammer athlete  
	   in front of Olympic Stadium, some folds and backed by linen

30374	   Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film poster for the 1938 documentary of the Berlin   800 
	   Games, in Swedish, 67x97cm, printed by A. B. Kopia, Stockholm, showing athlete  
	   holding golden wreath aloft in front of Brandenburg gate, extremely rare and fine
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30375	   Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film poster for the documentary of the Berlin Games in   600 
	   Swedish, 32x65cm, showing smiling hammer athlete and “Den Stora Olympiaden,” punch  
	   hole at top otherwise very fine

30376	   Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film poster in German for the 1956 reissue, 60x83cm, in   500 
	   black and red, showing discus thrower with “The Gods of the Stadium” (translation)  
	   at top with Olympic rings, one small tear otherwise very fine

30377	   Dutch Film poster “Kampioenen der Olympiade,” 523x810mm, distributed by Minerva   600 
	   Films, Dutch legend with 1928 Stadium and Olympic flag, previously folded twice, 3  
	   tack holes at the edges of the poster

30378	   HAPAG shipping company advertising poster, 55x83cm, showing Heligoland and a ferry above  700 
	   the legend with “Im Olympiajahr 1936...,” toned spots and some minor creasing, rare
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30379	  82 “Kings of the Olympics” film poster, 69x105cm, a 1948 film using footage taken by   200 
	   Leni Reifenstahl, with the emphasis on the American athletes, in red and black,  
	   showing various images of performing athletes, backed on linen, some water staining  
	   and creasing, still attractive

30380	  82 “Die Parole Die Woche” newspaper poster, the official paper of the National German   400 
	   Workers’ Party (NSDAP), dated 20th July to 5th August 1936, in three sections, each  
	   44x53cm, in brown and black, newspaper label on reverse, folds a few small tears,  
	   fine appearance

30381	  82 Austrian Olympic Fund poster, 305x460mm, advertising Olympic items for sale to raise   100 
	   funds for the Austrian team at the 1936 Summer and Winter games, two folds with a  
	   little sellotape reinforcement

   miScellAneOuS

30382	   Olympic Bell pencil sketch, 270x335mm, showing the bell with raised Olympic flags in   500 
	   the background, signed by artist Ernst Zipperer, framed, light foxing

30383	   “I CALL THE YOUTH OF THE WORLD” cardboard sign, 70x30cm, with the words either side   300 
	   of the Olympic bell in the centre, damage to the right and some creasing, originally part 
	   of a 3D advertisement display for the Games

30384	  92 Official telegram, showing Olympic rings with legend above the head of a Greek with   200 
	   laurel wreath crown and Brandenberg Gates in gilt, congratulating someone on their  
	   wedding, very fine

30385	  92 Official telegram, showing Olympic rings with legend above the head of a Greek with   200 
	   laurel wreath crown and Brandenberg Gates in gilt, sent to Marguerite Holm of the  
	   American Womens Swimming Team (perhaps related to Eleanor Holm, who qualified for  
	   the 1928, 1932, & 1936 Olympic Games, & won a 1932 gold medal), two small tape  
	   stains inside otherwise fine

30386	  92 Official telegram with 9 examples of the 3+2M Gymnastics stamp cancelled by 17   200 
	   different Olympic cancellations, hole punches at left and a couple of small tears at  
	   bottom, still presentable

30387	  www Official telegram, showing Olympic rings with legend above the head of a Greek with   200 
	    laurel wreath crown and Brandenberg Gates in gilt, sent to Carl Lorenz at the Olympic 
	    Village, Gold Medallist in Tandem Cycling in 1936, very fine

30388	  82 Invitation for the official reception for guests of honour (6 Aug) in the name of Goering  440 
	   and Goebbels, 566x195mm, front cover with eagle on swastika, fine

30389	  82 An Invitation to Heinz Kaufmann (Bronze medal winner in the Men’s Eights Rowing) for   200 
	   an evening with “Der Führer und Reichskanzler,” Adolf Hitler, at the Reich Chancellery 
	   building, 25th October 1937, 190x130mm, cream card with gilt border and embossed 
	   gilt eagle & swastika at top, corner crease otherwise fine
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30390	  92 Invitation to the Olympic Games “Sommerfest” (15 Aug) in the name of Dr. Goebbels,   160 
	   620x220mm, front cover showing the island of Pfaueninsel (the location), back cover  
	   with personal photographs affixed, some foxing, unusual

   memOrABiliA - metAl

30391	   Official German State Olympic Award Cup, 310mm tall, silver plated, with engraved   1’200 
	   Games legend, Olympic Rings and eagle & swastika, laurel wreath handles, some  
	   corrosion and toning, rare

30392	   Eagle statue, 21cm tall, silvered eagle with wings spread, “XI” at feet, signed J.   1’200 
	   Miksic, on orange bakelite column and silvered base showing colured enamel Olympic  
	   Rings, silvering is worn, rare

30393	   Silver cup presented to Swiss athletes by the Swiss community in Berlin, 89mm tall,   500 
	   hallmarked, with small enamel badge showing Olympic Rings over the Swiss flag, some  
	   toning otherwise fine and rare

30394	   Pre-Olympic Games 2nd place winner’s goblet, 7cm, hallmarked silver, flower-shaped   400 
	   top, engraved “FRUEHJAHRSWOCHE / OLYMPIAJAHR / II. PR,” fine and rare
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30395	   Hungarian honorary prize given to returning 1936 Olympic winners, 235x112mm, bronze   300 
	   laurel branch with legend, incl. original box (scuffed), fine and rare

30396	   Swedish Olympic Committee metal cup, 125mm tall, silvered, with bronze and blue   200 
	   enamel log above “MED TACKSAMHET / FRAN / SVERIGES OLYMPISKA KOMMITTE / “ (With  
	   thanks from the Swedish Olympic Committee), minor toning, fine and rare

30397	   Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 33cm high, 9.5cm wide,   500 
	   showing the nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set of 
	   three rough steps, dark brown patination, signed Max Kruse, cast by Aktien-Gesellschaft  
   v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing laurel branch in hand, but a beautiful and rare sculpture

30398	   Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 15cm high, 5cm wide,   300 
	   showing the nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set of 
	   three rough steps, dark brown patination, signed Max Kruse, cast by Aktien-Gesellschaft 
	   v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing laurel branch in hand, mounted on marble base, rare

Sie können direkt per Internet unter www.davidfeldman.com
an der Auktion teilnehmen. 
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

   PlAqueS

30399	   Large commemorative medal, 104mm, bronze/copper, showing an eagle inside the Olympic   1’200 
	   bell with the inscription in German “I call the Youth of the World” on one side and the 
	   Olympic rings above “Olympia / Berlin 1936” a bear on a shield on the other

30400	   Olympic 1936 Motorcycling Tour to Berlin plaque, 48x72mm, gold plated with blue and   500 
	   white enamel, by Polleath, showing motorbikes at Brandenburg Gate with coloured  
	   Olympic rings at top, 4 mounting holes, very fine

30401	   International Motor Boat Regatta at Templiner See, Brandenburg 1936, commemorative   300 
	   plaque, 80x80mm, white metal with coloured enamel, showing a flag with a motor boat  
	   in background, bordered by inscription with “OLYMPIAJAHR.”

30402	   Olympic Torch Relay through Hungary 1936 commemorative plaque, 60x76mm, bronze,   200 
	   showing eagle carrying Berlin Olympic torch in beak over Hungarian landscape on front,  
	   with engraved Hungarian Athletic Club inscription on reverse
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30403	   German Shooting Trials, Berlin 1934, commemorative plaque, 75x110mm, bronze, showing   200 
	   eagle holding Olympic rings with crossed rifle and swastika in front, bordered by  
	   legend with further inscription below, incl. presentation case

30404	   Royal Dutch Swimming Federation plaque, 93x131mm, gold plated with enamel, showing   200 
	   crowned Dutch national colours with “KNZB” on a wooden base with bar inscribed “XI.  
	   OLYMPIADE”

30405	   Bronze plaque of the Ancient Olympic Games given out at the Winners' Ceremony and   80 
	   Banquet for high dignitaries, 97x120mm, illustrating day four of the official von  
	   Tschammer presentation set, framed, very fine

30406	   Bronze plaque of the Ancient Olympic Games given out at the Winnerês Ceremony and   80 
	   Banquet for high dignitaries, 97x120mm, illustrating day three of the official von  
	   Tschammer presentation set, framed, very fine

30407	   Playing Cards press, base 130x80mm, height 65mm, bronze, showing Olympic bell and   1’000 
	   games legend, was used in the Olympic Village
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30408	   Small Calibre Rifle Shooting trophy, Brandenburg Neustadt Aug 1936, 102x170mm, bronzed  500 
	   white metal, showing eagle with spread wings perched on top with Olympic rings, torchrunner 
	   and “OLYMPIA 1936” below, with engraved legend on reverse, some wear to plating

30409	   Olympic Rings candle stand, 195mm high, hallmarked silver, three candle holders   400 
	   above Olympic Rings, toned otherwise fine

30410	   “People’s King” hanging badge, silvered, showing profile of Hitler with oak surround,   300 
	   eagle with wings outstretched above, reverse with “Volkskönig / 1936,” rare

30411	   Air Force Bombing Squadron Dish, 96mm, silver plated with hallmark, showing Olympic   300 
	   rings above an eagle with spread wings, swastika between “B” & “G” (Bombengeschwader).

30412	   Cutlery, the same as that used by athletes in the Berlin Olympic Village, incl.   300 
	   lunch and dinner knife, fork & spoon sets, coffee spoon, sugar spoon and cake fork,  
	   with the spoons and forks showing “ORIGINAL / OLYMPIA” around image of the Berlin  
	   stadium, fine (10 pieces)
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

        30413 30414                          30416

30413	   Letter opener, 186mm, brass, with bell logo shaped handle and inscribed “INT. REGATTA  260 
	   / 1936” on the blade, fine

30414	   Cigarette Case, 90x80mm, silvered, showing Olympic bell over rings between “BERLIN”   260 
	   & “1936”

30415	   Torch bearer statue, 29cm tall, bronzed on wooden clover leaf-shaped stand, light wear,   200 
	   missing torch

30416	   Ladies’ Compact (Powder Box), 90x57mm, ivory enamel with silk top embroidered in   180 
	   colour inscribed “OLYMPIA / 1936” with coloured Olympic rings

30417	  www Members Bracelet, 180mm, showing 13 coloured enamel flags of participant nations  160

Please Communicate your Bids as early as possible.
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30418	   Brandenburg Gate keyring, 11x15mm, silver with red enamel, with Brandenburg Gate in   140 
	   between “OLYMPIA / BERLIN 1936,” reverse with “900,” fine

30419	   Commemorative lighter, 70x76mm, silvered, showing Olympic rings above Brandenburg   130 
	   Gate and legend, ball handle on side to start flame

   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

30420	   Large Olympic Bell, 35cm tall, 29cm diameter, bronze coloured plaster, showing eagle   800 
	   holding Olympic Rings and Brandenburg Gate around sides, “ICH RUFE DIE JUGEND DER  
	   WELT” (I call the youth of the world) around bottom, minor chips, very rare

30421	   Olympic Bell-shaped Savings Bank, 117mm high, grey coloured ceramic, with   200 
	   “Hilfsfonds für den Deutschen Sport” (Relief fund for German Sport), used to raise  
	   funds for the Games, small chip on base, otherwise fine and scarce

30422	   Olympic Bell-shaped Savings Bank, 155mm tall, white porcelain, showing eagle with   200 
	   Olympic Rings and Brandenburg Gate around sides, Olympic Games legend and date  
	   around bottom, complete with chime and black wooden stand, very fine

30423	   Carstens ceramic tea set for five, beige with orange and black Olympic Rings, comprising  500 
	   of a teapot and lid, milk jug, sugar bowl (missing lid), 5 cups and 5 saucers, maker’s mark  
   on bottom, letter of provenance saying that it’s from the '30s, very fine, no damage#
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

30424	  92 Zwickau private shooting club commemorative plate, 1937, 263mm, showing the flag of   200 
	   the Deutscher Reichsbund für Leibesübungen, two coats of arms and a laurel branch,  
	   gilt incription and edge, with “OLYMPIADE / BERLIN / 1936” at left, fine

30425	  92 Meissen Private Shooting Club plate, 252mm, white procelain, showing Olympic Rings   200 
	   above two rifles and a target, legend around border, dated 16th June 1936, made by  
	   the Meissen porcelain company, very fine

30426	   Unique decanter presented to Inge Sorensen (for her third place in 200m breaststroke)   1’000 
	   by her home town Skovshoved (Denmark), 26cm high, clear glass in the form of an 
	   hourglass with handpainted portrait of her, legend and oak wreath, Olympic bell and  
   rings at top, and national flags on the sides, incl. stopper, small amount of paint missing,  
   else fine and unique. Inge Sorensen, 11 years old, was the youngest athlete to compete

30427	   Presentation vase of the State of Austria, 135mm tall, yellow crystal, showing   600 
	   engraved Austrian double eagle shield in between Games legend, and gilt bell logo,  
	   gilt rim, very fine and rare

30428	   Glass bowl, 285mm, showing eagle with swastika above the words of Hitler, “He who   300 
	   wants to live also fights, and he who doesn’t want to fight in this world of eternal  
	   struggle, doesn’t deserve to live” (translation) and “Olympia / 1936,” some light  
	   scratches, otherwise fine

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - clOth

30429ex

30433 30434

30429	   Kiel Opening and Closing ceremony ribbons, 31x93mm, silk, showing two yachts above   300 
	   Olympic Rings and Games legend; Opening Ceremony ribbon in peach & green (soiled),  
	   pale blue & blue and white and red; Closing Ceremony ribbon in pale blue & blue  
	   (small amount of foxing), scarce (4)

30430	  92 Official Motorcycle Brigade standard, 250x195mm, black linen with red and white   300 
	   design showing Olympic rings above Brandenburg Gate, with protective blue and white  
	   linen slipcover (2 pieces)

30431	  92 Medical services arm band, 197x55mm, white with red legend “Olympia- /   150 
	   Sanitätsdient,” soiled, rare

30432	  92 Hostess hat, 255x103mm, white felt with coloured plastic Olympic rings, some   200 
	   discolouration

30433	   “Den Olympia-Siegern / Brandenburgs / gewidmet vom / Berliner Sport Club / E.V.”   260 
	   silk pennant, 118x180mm, black with gold legend, reverse white with Olympic Rings,  
	   given to Heinz Kaufmann (Bronze medalist in the Men’s Eights rowing), minor flaking  
	   of the gold, otherwise fine

30434	   Child’s doll, 40cm tall, wearing a uniform with Olympic rings, plastic head and   200 
	   hands, very good condition, rare

30435	  92 Silk cloth, 760x740mm, white with coloured national flags of the participants,   240 
	   Olympic rings and Berlin coat of arms, very fine

   FlAGS

30436	   Small hanging flags of participating nations, roughly 29x23cm or smaller, incl.   500 
	   Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, USA (poor condition), Turkey,  
	   Japan, Austria and an Olympic Ring flag, some triangular and some rectangular,  
	   mainly fine and rare

30437	   Olympic Rings flag, 135x80cm, white with coloured Olympic rings, rings 20cm in size,   300 
	   some light soiling, rare

 The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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   1936 Berlin (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - wOOD

30438	   Discus used at the Olympic Games, 220mm, 2kg, made by Berg, with 3 affixed paper seals  400

30439	   Shooting target, circular shaped wood, 59cm, handpainted, showing runner, shot   1’500 
	   putter and discus thrower with Games legend, many holes, without doubt a unique item  
	   for the connoisseur

   1936 GArmiSch PArtenkirchen

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30440	 F	 94 Fascinating lot of 15 covers and cards showing a range of cancels, also the four   200 
	   different types of vignettes, machine cancels, vignette on card, etc, an excellent lot

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

30441	   Participation medal, 60mm, bronze, showing mountain with Olympic rings bordered by   1’000 
	   legend on front and Olympic motto on reverse

"#" at the end of a description indicates
that this lot is of exceptional size and/or weight

and the buyer must pay the delivery/mailing expenses.
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   1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen (cont.)

30442	   Participation pin badge for Bavarian Curling players, 27mm, silvered with enamel, made by  100 
	   Osang, showing Mt. Kreuzeck above coloured Olympic rings bordered by games legend.  
   Curling was a demonstration sport in 1936

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

30443	   Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 15x18mm, gold plated, numbered and   100 
	   contained in the original wallet

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

30444	   Official’s badge, 21mm, showing logo bordered by inscription with red rosette   700 
	   surround, with “AMTSWALTER” and number on reverse, very fine

30445	   Office of the Organising Committee pin badge, 27mm, silvered and enamelled on blue   650 
	   (faded) rosette, marked “BURO / O.K. / 74” on reverse

30446	   Bavarian Curling press badge, 40x43mm, silvered, showing Bavarian curler within laurel  200 
	   wreath with legend and Olympic rings below. Curling was a demonstration sport in 1936

30447	   Finnish Team pin, 22mm, gold plated with white enamel centre showing Olympic rings   160 
	   with wreath surround

30448	   Czech Skiing pin badges, 23x30mm, gold plated, silver plated and bronze, showing   100 
	   “OLYMPIA” above downhill skier (3)

   BADGeS

30449	   Official stick-pin, 19mm, bronze with enamel showing logo bordered by legend  120
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   1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen (cont.)

   miScellAneOuS

30450	   Commemorative medal, 34mm, silver plated with coloured enamel centre showing a   120 
	   mountain with the Olympic rings on one side and two skiers on the other, with loop, fine

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30451	  94 Official Report, German text, 237x310mm, HB, 450pp, blue canvas cover with gilt inlay  500 
	   title, minor wear to cover, otherwise fine and rare

30452	  94 Complete set of Official Day Programmes, 6th-16th February, 136x205mm, all but one   1’200 
	   with their rarely seen green supplements, good to very good condition, only one with  
	   centre fold (11)

30453	  94 Official Newsletters published by the Organisation Committee, 210x295mm, printed on   200 
	   green paper, one in German dated 25th July, and two in Dutch dated 15th & 30th Aug.,  
	   all with centre folds and the odd pencil mark but otherwise good (3)

   BrOchureS

30454	  94 Theatre advertising poster, 42x59cm, in red, blue and black, advertising the showing   800 
	   of “Jugend der Welt,” the official film of the Winter Games, two folds, fine and  
	   very rare

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30455	  94 Deutsches Theater München Ticket: Olympia-Ball on the 17 of February 1936, scarce  150

30456	  94 Deutsches Theater München Ticket: Olympia-Ball on the 17 of February 1936, scarce  150

30457	  94 Special 20Rpf. “Winter-Olympia 1936” train ticket, fine  100

30458	  98 Special 40Rpf. “Winter-Olympia 1936” train ticket, fine  100

30459	   Ladies and Mens Downhill Race Ticket, 35x38mm, blue on white silk with brass top and   150 
	   pin, showing a mountain with coloured Olympic rings

30460	   Ladies Slalom Ticket, 35x59mm, white silk and brass top with pin, showing a blue   150 
	   track and coloured Olympic rings

30461	   Mens Slalom Ticket, 35x58mm, white silk and brass top with pin, showing a red track   150 
	   and coloured Olympic rings
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   1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen (cont.)

30462	   Bobsled Ticket dated Feb. 9th, 35x62mm, triangular shape, white silk and brass top   150 
	   with pin, showing coloured Olympic rings and a dark blue stripe (a different colour  
	   stripe was used each day)

30463	   Bobsled Ticket dated Feb. 12th, 35x62mm, triangular shape, white silk and brass top   150 
	   with pin, showing coloured Olympic rings and a red stripe (a different colour stripe  
	   was used each day)

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

30464	   Bavarian Curling (Eisscheissen) winner’s certificate, 280x410mm, with the eagle   300 
	   holding the Olympic rings in the background and gothic inscription, signed by the  
	   President of the IOC and the President of the Winter Games, light foxing and some  
	   marks, rare. Bavarian Curling was a demonstration sport at these Games.

   POSterS

30465	   Official poster in Swedish, 60x95cm, designed by Ludwig Hohlwein, showing skier holding  2’200 
	   skis with arm aloft, legend below, margins have been trimmed otherwise fine and rare

30466	   Official poster in German, 63x101cm, designed by Ludwig Hohlwein, showing skier holding  2’000 
	   skis with arm aloft, legend below, backed by linen, fine
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   1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen (cont.)

30467	   “Bayerische Zugspitzbahn” poster, 42x60cm, design by Edwin Henel showing the   1’500 
	   Zugspitze mountain in Garmisch-Partenkirchen with resort and cable car, timetable  
	   below for Winter 1935/36, with “Increased traffic during the Winter Olympics”  
	   (translation), fine and very rare

30468	   Poster for a Swedish film report by Svensk Filmindustris with headline “Blagult och brokigt,”   500 
	   33x77cm, in red with a list of the featured events, several folds, fine and rare

30469	   Poster for a Swedish film report by Svensk Filmindustris with headline “Vinter-Olympiaden”  500 
	   33x77cm, in black with a list of the featured events, several folds, fine and rare

   memOrABiliA - metAl

30470	   Official Car plaque, 92mm, silvered with enamel, showing logo with Olympic rings   100 
	   bordered by legend, two mounting holes

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30467
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30467
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30468
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30469
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30470
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30470
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   1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

30468 30469 30471

30471	   Commemorative Spatenbraeu Beer Stein, 205mm tall, Westerwald ceramic, 4-line legend   300 
	   inside of pewter top “Winter Olympiade / 1936 / Deutsches Theater / München,” presented 
	   to honorary guests and Olympic participants at a reception at the German Theater in Munich 
	   on the occasion of the opening of the Garmisch Winter Games, incl.spare lid, fine

   memOrABiliA - miScellAneOuS

30472	  98 Pennant, 210x165mm, dark blue with coloured embroidery showing an Eidelweiss flower   160 
	   with Olympic rings and legend

30473	   Official commemorative silk band, 123cm long, gold coloured metal thread embroidery on red  6’000 
	   on one side and white on the other, with bronze eagle and Olympic rings at top (missing a loop 
	   on eagle), illustrated in colour on page 29 of the Official Report, design by Werner Beuke, Berlin  
   and made by M. Jörres, Munich. A very rare and exquisite piece

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30468
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30469
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30471
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30471
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30472
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30473
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30473
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   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30474	   Collection of awards, medals and pins awarded to Hans-Joachim Hannemann who won   Offer 
	   Bronze in the Men’s Eights rowing in Berlin 1936, incl. Berlin Regatta Association cast 
	   iron medal (3rd June 1934), standing plaque (16-17 June 1934), ceramic medal (19-20 
	   June 1937), Int. Rowing Regatta trophy (25-26 June 1938) and WW2 1941 Rowing  
	   Regatta metal plaque; Schweriner Rowing Regatta 1934 wooden plaque; a 1237-1937  
	   Berlin ceramic plaque; 1936 Berlin Games merit medal; City of Berlin Olympic Games  
	   presentation medal; “Olympic Winners” pendant from the Berlin Sports Club; 1937,  
	   1939 and 1940 DRL / NSRL eagle and swastika pins; winner’s diplomas from 1940-1944  
	   (7); a “passport” from the Reichssportführer giving him time for training and vacation before 
	   the Games (missing photo); Berlin “Freedom of the City Passport” with photo for his 
	   accomplishments at the Games; five embroidered badges with eagle and swastika; and a 
	   photo of the 1936 team signed by each of them; a very fine collection (Est. e2’000/3’000)

30475	   Henley Regatta 1937 Grand Challenge Cup Prize Medal for Men’s Eights rowing, 47mm,   1’200 
	   showing the cup and legend on one side and the other with “HENLEY / REGATTA /  
	   ESTABLISHED / 1839” with floral surround, “1937” on edge, awarded to Hans-Joachim  
	   Hannemann (Bronze medal winner in the Eights at the Berlin Games) of the  
	   Rudergesellschaft Wiking Berlin rowing club, a very fine and rare medal

30476	   1st Lithuanian Olympic Games, 1938, silver medal, 60mm, design by Jonas Burba, made   180 
	   by Huguenin, showing female holding laurel branch with logo, reverse with legend, fine

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mAStercArD, eurOcArD and AmericAn exPreSS

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30474
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30475
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30475
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30476
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30476
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30476
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   trials / intervening championships (cont.)

30478

30480

30477	   36th IOC Session badge, 1939, bronze, showing coloured Olympic rings above Britannia   800 
	   with coloured Union Jack and inscription below, incl. blue ribbon, very rare & fine

30478	   Belgium Olympic Committee presentation plaque for the Royal Belgian Athletics League   200 
	   on their 50th Anniversary, 1939, 53x100mm, bronze, showing nude athlete holding  
	   wreath aloft on front and legend with coloured Olympic rings on reverse

30479	  98 ISTAF International Olympic Trials, July 29-30 1939. Programme, 150x208mm, German   120 
	   text, 32 pages, cover a little bit worn

30480	   Germany-England Athletics Competition, Cologne 1939, commemorative pin badge,   90 
	   27x30mm, silvered with enamel, showing swastika and UK flag either side of eagle  
	   with Cologne cathedral in background, with date and legend below

30481	   Indian Olympic Games, Bombay 1940. Councillor’s medal, 32x32mm, gold plated, showing   180 
	   Olympic rings above the Gateway of India and the legend on front and Olympic rings  
	   with motto above two athletes and shield on reverse, with inscribed grey-blue ribbon

30482	   Indian Olympic Games, Bombay 1940. Official’s medal, 32x32mm, bronze, showing   180 
	   Olympic rings above the Gateway of India and the legend on front and Olympic rings  
	   with motto above two athletes and shield on reverse, with inscribed grey ribbon

   1940 tOkyO
30483	 F	 98 Special Olympic printed envelope with Japaneses franking to USA, very fine & scarce  200

30484	 F	 98 Official printed unused postcard in French showing map of Japan, very fine  100

30485	  98 “Nouvelles des Olympiques” publication by the Organising Committee, French text,   500 
	   192x265mm, No.4-7 and 9-16 dated between Aug 1937 and Aug 1938, some pencil markings  
	   and odd minor fault, mainly fine, rare (12)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30477
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30478
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30478
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30480
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30481
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30477
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30478
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30479
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30480
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30481
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30482
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30483
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30484
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30485
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   1940 helSinki

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30486	 F	 98 Riga “A” machine cancel “AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA LETTONIE” tying 7s to   400 
	   mourning envelope, with unusual vignette DER WEG ZUR XII. OLYMPIADE NUR UBER DIE  
	   BALTISCHEN STAATEN on reverse, fine & scarce

30487	 F	 98 METER: Official envelope used with red Olympic meter mkg, very fine  150

30488	 F	 98 METER: Envelope used with red Olympic meter mkg, very fine  150

   viGnetteS

30489	 C	  Set of official vignettes in seven different languages, a scarce set (7)  100

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

30490	   Czech Canoeing stick-pin, 30x25mm, gilt showing Norwegian flag and Olympic rings in colour  120

30491	   Pakistan Olympic Association medal, 62mm, gold plated, showing Olympic rings with   100 
	   national symbol, reverse with the Minar-e-Pakistan and “1940,” in original green  
	   velvet box, given as a gift to IOC members, very fine

30492	   Polish Team stick-pin, 15x20mm, silvered, showing Polish eagle between Olympic rings and year  60

   BADGeS

30493	   Commemorative pin badge, 29x18mm, gold plated with enamel, showing coloured Olympic   140 
	   rings and legend

30494	   Flag pin badge, 27x22mm, gilt with white and blue enamelled Finnish flag and legend  140

30495	   Commemorative badge, 25x35mm, brass, showing Olympic flame above globe, rings and   120 
	   legend, with screw-back, some spots

   miScellAneOuS

30496	   Official poster in English, 70x104cm, lithograph, designed by Ilmari Sysimesto,   1’600 
	   printed by Tilgman, showing large figure of Paulo Nurmi in front of globe, very fine

30497	   Official poster in Danish, 70x104cm, lithograph, designed by Ilmari Sysimesto,   1’600 
	   printed by Tilgman, showing large figure of Paulo Nurmi in front of globe, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30486
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30487
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30488
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30489
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30490
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30491
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30492
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30490
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30491
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30492
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30493
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30494
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30495
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30493
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30494
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30495
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30496
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30497
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   1940 helsinki (cont.)

30496 30497

30498	   Logo Colour Print Design, 160x77mm, showing handpainted 2 sets of Olympic rings with   500 
	   laurel branch and year, pencil note in Finnish on back says “Give back to printer,” unique

30499	  98 Finish Olympic Lottery Ticket, very fine  200

30500	  www Bulgarian Olympic Committee letter headed paper, with letter & printed flyer,   100 
	   unusual & scarce

30501	   Share certificate dated 1938 for 200 Mark, bearing 60ö revenue with Games logo in   100 
	   background, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30496
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30497
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30498
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30498
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30499
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30500
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30501
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   1940 helsinki (cont.)

   memOrABiliA

               30505

30502	   Bear with flag statue souvenir, green coloured cast iron, 42cm, with bear holding   200 
	   flag pole with silk Olympic Ring flag, legend on base, fine and rare

30503	   Olympic Tie, 114x8.5cm, brown silk with Olympic Rings and stripes in Olympic   200 
	   colours, reverse with label “OLYMPIA / HELSINKI 1940,” fine and rare

30504	   Silk scarf, 78x78cm, white with coloured flags of participating nations and four   100 
	   views of Helsinki around border, Olympic Rings and “1940” in each corner, very fine

30505	   Woollen bed blanket, white with blue design, showing Olympic rings, laurel wreaths   1’000 
	   with date, Finnish shield etc., fine and an extremely rare item for the connoisseur  
	   of the Helsinki Games

   1944 POlAnD

   BASic iSSue

30506	 P	DCE	  Wolenberg & Gross-Born P.O.W. Camp issues, an attractive specialised lot with die   2’000 
	 F	G	  proofs & proofs, special cancels on illustrated cards, unused singles & blocks of  
	 J  four, a fine lot for the specialist (39 items)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30502
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30505
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30502
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30503
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30504
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30505
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30506
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30506
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   1944 Poland (cont.)

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30507	 F	 98 WOLLENBERG cancel tying 10Gr red to embossed Olympic presentation card, very fine  300

   Other 1944 eventS

30508

30510

30509

30512

30508	   Cortina D’Ampezzo, 5th Olympic Winter Games 1944 (cancelled). International Ski   400 
	   Federation Ski Championship in Cortina Medal, 1941, 50mm, bronze, showing a skier in  
	   action on front and fasces with Olympic rings above legend and bordered by  
	   “CAMPIONATI DEL MONDO DI SCI” on reverse

30509	   Cortina D’Ampezzo, 5th Olympic Winter Games 1944 (cancelled). Commemorative medal,   140 
	   35mm, bronze with coloured enamel centre (on front), showing a skier over the world  
	   with Olympic rings and “CORTINA” “1941” “1944” on front and St. Bernard stepping on  
	   a creature on the reverse, partial loop hole at top

30510	   Portuguese Table Tennis Olympic Championship 1944, First Prize Medal, 23x37mm, gold   160 
	   plated with white enamel showing 5 rings above red and black cross and coat of arms,  
	   incl. white, black and red striped ribbon (soiled)

30511	   “Sports Meet of the Armed Forces” poster in German, 77x56cm, showing winged goddess   300 
	   and athlete holding wreath with map of Europe in between, with all the participating forces 
	   listed below, the championship took place at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin on 7th-8th 
	   September 1946, folds and some light foxing barely noticeable

   1944 JuBilee
30512	   Cross of the IOC, 29x29mm, gold plated by Huguenin, showing Olympic rings with   200 
	   laurel branch and legend, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30507
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30508
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30510
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30509
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30512
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30508
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30509
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30510
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30511
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30511
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30512
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   1948 lOnDOn

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30513	 F	 98 TORCH RELAY: 1948 Greek souvenir torch relay card with two stamps tied by Olympia   200 
	   cancels used on different days, July 11th & July 16th, fine

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

30514	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing Olympic  220 
	   rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30515	   Silver Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings  180 
	    (gold plated) and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30516	   Bronze Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings  140 
	    (gold plated) and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

   miScellAneOuS

30517	   Pattern participant’s medal, 38mm, bronze, showing Houses of Parliament and Games   200 
	   legend on one side, athlete holding wreath and touching toes on the other, fine and rare

30518	   French Ministry Sports Prize, Miniature “Youth Returns to Sports” Medal, 20x40mm,   100 
	   silvered, no date, showing aerial view of a stadium with wreath surround and Olympic  
	   rings wih French colours on front and legend on reverse

30519	   France, Youth Returns to Sport, 67mm, bronze, by Pradheiles, showing nude athlete in   100 
	   high-relief with stadium and Olympic rings on front and legend bordered by 8 sporting 
	   events on the reverse. Produced for the return of the Olympic games after two  
	   cancelled Olympiads

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e	 50	-	 100	 e	 5	 e	 500	 -	 1000	 e	 50		 e	 5000	 -	 10000	 e	 500
	e	 100	-	 200	 e	 10	 e	 1000	 -	 2000	 e	 100	 e	 10000	 -	 20000	 e	 1000
	e	 200	-	 500	 e	 20	 e	 2000	 -	 5000	 e	200	 e	 20000	 -	 50000	 e	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 e			50000	 -	100000	 e	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30513
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30514
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30515
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30516
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30517
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30518
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30514
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30515
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30516
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30517
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30518
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30519
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30519
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30519
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   1948 london (cont.)

   memOrABiliA - tOrcheS

30520	   Official Torch which has been converted into an electric wall light, 470mm tall, cast white  3’600 
	   metal, the torch was made by EMI and then converted by them with the torch being held  
   by a life-size hand, and opaque glass flame on top. Includes a removable wooden base

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30521	   Official Report, English text, 224x292mm, HB, 580pp, light wear to cover otherwise very fine  300

30522	  112 Boxing programmes, 7th Aug (centre fold), 9th Aug (worn), 10th to 12th Aug, all good   140 
	   condition (5)

30523	  112 Hockey programmes, Preliminary rounds dated 3rd Aug (good condition) and 4th Aug   120 
	   (creased with some players and scores filled in), the Third Place Replay dated 12th  
	   Aug (damaged back page) and the Final dated 12th Aug (good condition) (4)

30524	  112 Athletics and Marathon programmes, Athletics dated 31st July and 4th-7th August, all   120 
	   a little creased with scores filled in in pencil, and the Marathon race programme,  
	   7th August, in very good condition (6)

30525	  www Swimming & Athletics programmes, 5th & 7th Aug., all good condition (2)  75

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30526	  112 Press Identity Card unused, very fine & scarce  100

30527	  98 Olympic Housing Centre unused pass, numbered, very fine  80

30528	  www Athletics: Fifteen tickets for six different days, fine (15)  300

30529	  112 Athletics: Booklet “Series Tickets” with eight tickets all with different dates,   150 
	   July 30 to August 7, scarce

30530	  www Football: Five tickets for three different days, fine (5)  100

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30520
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30520
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30521
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30522
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30523
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30524
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30525
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30526
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30527
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30528
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30529
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   1948 london (cont.)

30531	  www Opening & Closing Ceremony: Two Tickets & Seven tickets for various events incl.   200 
	    Equestrian, Cycling, Boxing, Field Hockey, fine (15)

30532	  www Swimming: Nine tickets for seven different days, fine (9)  200

30533	  112 Wrestling: Booklet “Series Tickets” with six tickets all with different dates, july   150 
	   30 to August 6, scarce

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

30534	  112 The Great Northern Telegraph Company: Telegram report on the Swedish Football Teams   200 
	   semi final event, file holes

   memOrABiliA - clOth

30535	  112 Cycling Steward’s armband, 287x82mm, beige linen with brown bands, showing   160 
	   inscription, with metal fastening buckle

   1948 St. mOritz

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30536	   “Sun Valley, Idaho” advertising poster, 64x96cm, showing Gretchen Fraser who won   600 
	   gold in the Women’s Slalom at the 1948 Games, with the Sun Valley resort in the  
	   background, very fine

30537	  112 Complete set of ten official programmes privately bound in HB, very fine  500

30538	  112 Identity card, signed & unused, very fine & scarce  100
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   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30539	   Netherlands 10th Olympic Day in Amsterdam 1949 commemorative plaque, 70x114mm,   100 
	   silver plated, showing Olympic flame and rings between supported shield and Olympic  
	   Day years

   1952 helSinki

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30540	 F	 112 Official Organising Committee envelope registered with Olympic meter in red, postage   240 
	   rate includes delivery advice of KIRJATAAN/ST, plus compliments card from the  
	   Organising committee, very fine & scarce

30541	 F	 www Small mixed lot of covers from mostly Helsinki, also Berlin and 1932 Los Angeles  100

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30542	 P	  AUSTRIA: Bulletin announcing new issue for the 1952 games and bearing black proof at top  100

30543	 P	 112 FRANCE: Collective proofs in issued colours, very fine  300

30544	 P	 116 FRANCE: CANOE 40F Artist proof in black signed by Designer Jacquemin & Engraver Piel,   100 
	   very fine

30545	 P	  SAAR: 30f + 5f signed die proof in black, very fine  240

30546	 P	 116 FRANCE: Collective proofs in issued colours, very fine  300

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

30547	   Service Medal First Class, 65x52mm, gold plated silver with white enamel, showing a   1’200 
	   5 arm cross with a crowned lion holding a sword at the bottom and the Olympic torch  
	   at the top, incl. blue ribbon with white stripes. Also comes with matching miniature  
	   medal. Exquisite
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   1952 helsinki (cont.)

   miScellAneOuS

30548	   Assistant Official badge, 45mm, grey plastic with red design showing Olympic flame   100 
	   above rings, “XV” and job title, 2 mounting holes as issued

30549	   Security Official badge, 66mm, white plastic with orange design showing Olympic   100 
	   flame above rings, “XV” and job title, 2 mounting holes as issued

30550	   Olympic Village Cleaning Worker ID Tag, 45mm, red and orange plastic, showing   60 
	   radiant flame above Olympic rings and inscription

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

30551	   Official Report, Finnish text, 224x295mm, HB, 767pp, light wear to cover, otherwise fine  300

30552	  www Swimming, Athletics & Canoeing programmes, 22nd & 27th & 28th July, all good   100 
	    condition (3)

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

30553	  116 Official Identity Card for Eino Järvinen a cycling official, fine & scarce  200

   triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

30554	   Germany, Olympic Trials in Dortmund, 1952. Participation medal, 90mm diameter, 11mm   200 
	   thick, porcelain, showing stadium and Olympic rings on front with inscription on  
	   reverse, fine
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   1952 OSlO

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30555	 F	 116 Group of covers/cards, all with Olympic franking & tied by various different mkgs   600 
	   incl. roller cancels, usage on last day of games from “Hotell Viking,” first day  
	   cancel etc., a scarce lot (6)

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

30556	   TICKET: Slalom Men on February 19th at 13.00, standing room, with control punch,   75 
	   crease, fine

   miScellAneOuS

30557	  116 Letter from the German Olympic Committee to a member, dated 26th Nov 1953, informing   400 
	   him of a member and a NOC meeting, signed by the President of the German OC Kurt  
	   Edel, two folds, punch holes, rare

   1956 melBOurne

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

30558	 S	 116 Aerogramme 10d unused with SPECIMEN ovpt, very fine & scarce  200

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

30559	 F	 116 Organising Committee envelope used with Olympic franking and tied by Olympic slogan   160 
	   cancel, very fine & scarce

30560	 F	 116 FRANKING STAMP: OHMS envelope posted within England, bearing large blue “OLYMPIC   240 
	   GAMES/MELBOURNE/22.NOV. 8 DEC. 1956/FRANKING STAMP” cachet, very fine & scarce

30561	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the rare “Richmond Park Kiosk   360 
	   1/XVI Olympiad...,” “Richmond Park Kiosk 2/XVI Olympiad...” & “Richmond Park Kiosk  
	   3/XVI Olympiad...” registered labels, with Olympic franking tied special cancels,  
	   very fine (3)

30562	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the very rare “Mobile Post   340 
	   Office 1/XVI Olympiad...” & “Mobile Post Office 2/XVI Olympiad...” registered  
	   labels, with Olympic franking tied special cancels, very fine (2)

30563	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “ST.KILDA   300 
	   PIER/XVI Olympiad...” registered label, with Olympic franking tied special Sailing  
	   cancel, very fine

30564	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “LAKE   200 
	   WENDOUREE/XVI Olympiad...” registered label, with Olympic franking tied special  
	   Canoeing cancel, very fine

30565	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “Exhibition   160 
	   Bldg., Melb./XVI Olympiad...” registered label, with Olympic franking tied special  
	   Wrestling cancel, very fine

30566	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “Olympic Park   160 
	   (Press)/XVI Olympiad...” registered label, with Olympic franking tied special  
	   Swimming cancel, very fine

30567	 F	 116 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “BALARAT   200 
	   VILLAGE/XVI Olympiad...” registered label, franked Olympic set tied special Canoeing  
	   cancel, very fine

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30568	 CC	C	 www Group of sets, perf & imperf, from Hungary & Romania, all very fine (20 stamps & 1   100 
	    blocks), plus Cortina Minister block

30569	 P	 www DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: Lot of 15 progressive proofs from the Waterlow archives showing   1’000 
	    designs at different stages, some also in black beside the issued colours, all on  
	    album pages, scarce assembly

30570	 CC	C	 www DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 1956 Medal winners set in imperfs singles (24) and miniature   200 
	    sheets (12), all neatly mounted on pages, very fine

30571	 S  J	 www SAN MARINO: Olympic stamp show issue 80L and 120L, marginal mint blocks of four with   80 
	    SAGGIO overprint
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   1956 melbourne (cont.)

30572	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing Olympic  180 
	   rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30573	  118 Official Report, English text, 227x292mm, HB, 760pp, green leather cover with gold   400 
	   inlay Olympic rings and legend (corners knocked), with ms “Presented by Edgar  
	   Tanner...” (Secretary of the OC) on first page, fine

30574	  118 Official poster, 270x415mm (small size), showing Olympic rings over Melbourne coat   100 
	   of arms design by Richard Beck, some heavy creasing though scarce

30575	   TICKETS: Extensive & valuable collection of more the 50 tickets for a whole host of   Offer 
	   events incl. Athletics, Basketball, Boxing, Canoeing, Cycling, Football, Hockey,  
	   Rowing, Swimming, Weightlifting, Wrestling etc., some faults, generally very fine  
	   (Est. e1’000/2’000)

   1956 cOrtinA
30576	 CC	F	 www Attractive group of different items including official map, games overview, daily   60 
	 J   programme N° 11, two complete sheets of vignettes, nine covers bearing special  
	    cancels, the issued Italian set in nh blocks of four

30577	 P	 118 MONACO: Enlarged signed handpainted artist design proof, very attractive  200

30578	   62nd Auxiliary Guard Badge, 31x52mm, silvered and enamelled, shield shaped, showing   220 
	   coloured Olympic rings with rifle and mine detector below

   1960 rOme

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

30579	 CC	J	 www GUINEA: 1960 Overprinted set of five in nh blocks of four, very fine  50

30580	 P	 www TOGO: Seven signed artist's proofs, very fine  300

30581	 CC	C	 www Perf & imperf sets from Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania & Yemen, all very fine (50 stamps   100 
	    & 4 blocks)

   memOrABiliA

30582	  118 Identity Card for Vaclav Machek the Cycling trainer for the Czechoslovakian Olympic   300 
	   Team, plus special green folder, unusual & very scarce
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   1960 rome (cont,)

30583	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing Olympic  180 
	   rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30584	   Bronze Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings  140 
	    (gold plated) and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30585	 	 118 Official Report, 2 volumes, Italian text, 225x292mm, HB, blue cover with logo and tiltle in gold,  600 
	    very fine and rare

   1964 innSBruck

30586	  118 Official Report, German text, 210x295mm, HB, 352pp, with canvas cover showing Games   400 
	   logo, very fine

30587	  www Bulletins, set of 12, privately bound in HB, 205x295mm, dated Sep 1961 to May 1964,   380 
	    very fine and scarce

   1968 mexicO

30588	   Official Torch, 52cm, black painted aluminum with wooden grip, silver coloured band   1’200 
	   with doves around top, very minor wear. The black torch was used in the torch run  
	   from Olympia to Athens.

30589	   Official Torch, 45cm tall, cast white metal with “MEXICO 68” around top, black   1’000 
	   leather grip, usual metal imperfections

30590	   Participation medal, 50x50mm, copper, by L. Wyman, fine  140
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   1968 mexico (cont.)

30591	  118 Metal plate awarded to Honorary IOC member Sven Thofelt (who won Gold in the   100 
	   PENTATHLON in 1928, Silver in …pée FENCING in 1936 and Bronze in …pée FENCING in  
	   1948), 150mm, stainless steel, showing Olympic Rings above aztec design and  
	   “MEXICO,” engraved on the border, fine

30592	   Set of reproduction Participation Medals from 1908-1968 (13), made in Japan by the   280 
	   NOC, medals are 40mm and depict both sides, housed in a white plastic frame with  
	   gold Japanese legend and clear acrylic panes showing both sides

30593	  www BEER MATS: 12 Beer mats depicting Football, Basketball, Boxing, Fencing, Sailing, etc, plus  50 
	    4 Beer Mats for Munich 1972 depicting Water-polo, Swimming, Kayak, etc., fine (16)

   1968 GrenOBle

30594	   Official poster, 63x96cm, showing the Olympic Rings travelling downhill through the   300 
	   snow with legend below, couple of water stains at left, still good appearance

30595	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing Olympic  200 
	   rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original presentation case

30596	 CC	 www YUGOSLAVIA: complete mint set of four IMPERFORATE, nh, very fine, cert. Velickovic  100
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   1972 munich

30597	 A	B	CC	 www AFARS ET ISSAS (French Territory): Airmail 5F RUNNING in complete sheet of 25 COLOUR   50 
	    ESSAYS incl. multicolour essays, very fine and scarce

30598	 A	B	CC	 www AFARS ET ISSAS (French Territory): Airmail 55F SWIMMING in complete sheet of 25   50 
	    COLOUR ESSAYS incl. multicolour essays, very fine and scarce

30599	 A	B	CC	 www AFARS ET ISSAS (French Territory): Airmail 60F OLYMPIC TORCH in complete sheet of 25   50 
	    COLOUR ESSAYS incl. multicolour essays, very fine and scarce

30600	  www Official programmes: Archery (6-9 Sep), Athletics (31 Aug, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 & 10   500 
	    Sep), Boxing (27 Aug, 7 Sep), Canoeing (5, 8 & 9 (2) Sep), Cycling (7 Sep), Fencing  
	    (9 Sep), Gymnastics (28 Aug), Handball (30 Aug-9 Sep), Hockey (27 Aug-9th Sep (2)),  
	    Shooting (2 Sep), Water Polo (27 Aug-4 Sep), Pentathlon (27 Aug), Weightlifting (27  
	    Aug, 5 Sep), Rowing (27 Aug), Equestrian (5, 11 Sep), Wrestling (6, 8, 10 (2) Sep),  
	    Swimming (27, 28, 29, 30 (2), 31 Aug, 1, 2 Sep), mainly fine (41)

30601	  118 Certificate for contributing to the success of the Olympic games, 280x296mm, corner   50 
	   bend lower left otherwise fine

30602	  www Collection of 29 plates commemorating the 1972 Games, mostly porcelain (3 stoneware   300 
	    and 2 wooden), 11 large, 14 medium and 4 small sized, all different (some with the  
	    same design but different size), all very fine#

30603	 A	  ARTIST’S DRAWING by Cordier from 1969 depicting Water Polo, unadopted, plus pencil   200 
	   drawing and further proof in different colours, scarce (3)

   1972 SAPPOrO

30604	  122 Official Bulletins set of 15, 239x253mm, some with pen markings and minor creasing   240 
	   on the cover, otherwise fine

   1976 mOntreAl

30605	  122 Official Report, English text, 304x217mm, HB, set of 3 volumes in the original   400 
	   slipcase, number 676 out of 1’400 English versions, very fine

30606	  122 Certificate for the Torch Relay in Greece, 249x345mm, showing ancient Greeks at the   70 
	   top with Olympic Torch, inscription in Greek, some creasing

   1976 innSBruck

30607	  122 Official Report, 210x296, SB, 448pp, fine  150

30608	  122 USA Olympic Gold Medal Winner’s Gala celebration, 27th Oct 1979, commemorative plate   200 
	   presented by the US Olympic Committee, 271mm, cream with gilt legend and edge, very  
	   fine and scarce

   1980 mOScOw

30609	  www Official programmes, numbers 1 to 41 (excluding only no.2), fine  200

   1980 lAke PlAciD

30610	 CC	 www MONACO: Deluxe gummed min. sheet with the two values issued for Lake Placid, nh,   100 
	    very fine, scarce (Yv. e385)

30611	   Official Report, English and French text, 220x286mm, HB, 223pp, white cover with   80 
	   gilt inlay logo, very fine

30612	  122 Participant’s diploma, 228x275mm, unawarded, showing the participant’s medal at top,   30 
	   very fine

30613	  118 Participant’s Four-Man Bobsled Armband, red and white design  65

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1984 (winter) SArAJevO

30614	   Official Torch, 575mm tall, stainless steel cylinder in aluminium-coloured alloy, the bowl  2’600 
	   gold colored with “Sarajevo 84” legend, manufactured by Nippon K. under the supervision 
	   of Mizuno Corp, cylinder darkened from flame

   1984 lOS AnGeleS

30615	   Official Report, 2 volumes, French text, 278x402mm, in original slipcase, very fine#  400

30616	  122 Certificate for participation in the Olympic games, 380x380mm, inc. original folder,   200 
	   very fine

30617	  122 Certificate for participation in the Interpreter Training Program, 254x299mm, very fine  100

30618	  122 Certificate in recognition and appreciation for contribution to the success of the   100 
	   Olympic Games, 254x299mm, very fine

30619	  124 Certificate in recognition and appreciation for participation in the closing   100 
	   ceremony, 254x299mm, very fine

30620	  124 Certificate in recognition and appreciation for participation in the opening   100 
	   ceremony, 254x299mm, very fine

30621	  124 Certificate for contribution to the Olympic Arts Festival, 380x380mm, very fine  100

30622	  124 Certificate in recognition and appreciation for contribution to the success of the   100 
	   Olympic Games, 380x380mm, unused with space for name, very fine
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   1984 los Angeles (cont.)

30623	 DCE	  CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Unissued 1Kcs value for the Los Angeles Summer Games, with   2’000 
	   inscription upper left “HRY XXIII OLYMPIADY LOS ANGELES 1984,” unused without gum,  
	   extremely rare showpiece, cert. Scheller

30624	 DCE	  CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Unissued 1Kcs value for the Los Angeles Summer Games, with   2’000 
	   inscription upper left “HRY XXIII OLYMPIADY LOS ANGELES 1984,” unused without gum,  
	   extremely rare showpiece, cert. Scheller

30625	 DCE	  CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Unissued 1Kcs value for the Los Angeles Summer Games, with   2’000 
	   inscription upper left “HRY XXIII OLYMPIADY LOS ANGELES 1984,” unused without gum,  
	   extremely rare showpiece, cert. Scheller

   1988 SeOul

30626	   11th Asian Games in Beijing, 1990: Official Report, 2 volumes, HB in original   100 
	   slipcase, very fine

   1992 AlBertville

30627	 CC	 www FRANCE: Small group, noted IMPERF min.sheet, IMPERF min. sheet in black, 10 IMPERF   500 
	    values, etc., very fine, scarce

30628	 CC	 124 FRANCE: IMPERFORATE min. sheet in BLACK, nh, very fine, scarce  160

30629	   Official Rules for each event, French and English text, 210x297mm, set of 14, very fine  160

   1994 lillehAmmer

30630	  124 International Athletics Congress of Paris, 1994: “Voir loin...” folder of loose   80 
	   pages commemorating 100 years of the Olympic movement, 33x45cm, starting with the  
	   founding of the Games, with images of Pierre de Coubertin and the 1896 Games, also  
	   photo image of the 1896 report, 1924 Chamonix poster print, and reprints of  
	   newspapers from 1894, very fine

30631	 CC	 124 MONACO: 1994 Lillehammer Olympic Games 10F Bobsleigh & 10F Ski, both single in   150 
	   IMPERF DELUXE min. sheets plus the two value on one IMPERF min. sheet, very fine,  
	   scarce (3 items)

   1996 AtlAntA

30632	   Official Centennial Torch, 55cm, silvered aluminum with wooden handle, with the names  1’500 
	   of all 23 Olympic cities from 1896 to 1996 inscribed, unused, very fine. The Hellenic 
	   Olympic Committee celebrated the 100th Anniversary of the 1896 Olympic Games in 
	   the Panathenean Stadium in Athens on April 6, 1996. Part of this celebration was the  
   re-enactment of the 1896 Games and included a torch run within the stadium.
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   1996 Atlanta (cont.)

30633	   Paralympic Official Torch, 67cm, stainless steel grip and burner with wooden shaft,   1’200 
	   engraved legend on the handle and logo on the burner, unused, very fine

30634	   Athens 1996 Bid Book, housed in a canvas slipcase, containing six files of   300 
	   documents, photographs, drawings and tables, and six VHS cassettes, some minor  
	   soiling to slipcase, otherwise very fine and complete#

30635	   Official Report, English text, 235x310mm, 3 volumes in original slipcase, very fine  200

30636	   Official Report, French text, 235x310mm, 3 volumes in original slipcase, very fine  200

   OlymPicS cOllectiOnS, lOtS, etc.

30636A P CC	C  1896-1980, Extensive mixed accumulation of many interesting items for the collector, from  Offer 
 F	J  an 1896 1L sheet of 25 through ranges of scarce vignettes, wonderful modern imperfs and  
   proofs (especially fine Czech group), special cancels on covers and cards, plus ppcs particularly 
   strong in 1936 Berlin Games, etc., a wonderful lot to pick through, an excellent basis for study 
   and expansion

   Estimate: e 4'000 - e 6'000

30637	  124 UNDATED: FITAV (Italian Shooting Federation, part of the Italian Olympic Committee)   300 
	   unawarded diploma, undated, showing the Italian OC symbol at top, two naked athletes  
	   at sides and FITAV logo below, vertical fold, fine and rare

30638	 CC	C	  1900-60, Specialised assembly mounted on 20 album pages showing 1906 postcard view   Offer 
	 F  of the Olympic stadium, 1924 Olympic sets incl. sets from Lebanon & Syria, 1936  
	   Official Olympic Committee envelope with letter enclosed also with the Olympic  
	   Committee letterhead, 1928 Official two official postcards showing the Marathon,  
	   1932 two illustrated first day covers etc., a wonderful lot for the connoisseur  
	   (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

30639	 CC	F	 www 1920-36, Group of 19 covers plus stamps, noted Paris 1924 France 25c to Luxembourg,   Offer 
	   etc., see web (Est. e200/300)
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   OlymPicS collections (cont.)

30640	 CC	C	  Vignettes: 1906-1960, An wonderful collection neatly mounted on 22 album pages, some   Offer 
	 DCE	  interesting and rare labels from the early period 1906 to 1920 incl. 1912 Official  
	   vignette designed by Hjortzberg the very rare IMPERFORATE & IMPERF HORIZONTALLY,  
	   1916 Swedish vignette in single & pair etc., plus 1900 Cigarette cards some  
	   depicting Olympic events, an attractive assembly (100s) (Est. e1’500/2’000)

30641	  www Pan-American Games collection, incl. 1937 Pan American exposition brochure; 1940   300 
	    First Congress of the Pan American Sports booklet, Rules; US Games Committees  
	    brochure and Rules book for the proposed Buenos Aires games in 1943; programmes for  
	    the games in 1951 (18, mixture of English and Spanish versions); bound set of  
	    programmes from 1955 plus 5 singles, a rule book and a results book; a rule book,  
	     official bulletin and programme from 1959; programmes (21) from 1963; programmes  
	    (24) from 1967 plus a Trials programme; book of competitors from 1975; Official  
	    Guide to 1979; book of competitors, Official Guide, Media guide, programme and  
	    Closing Ceremony programme; and 1991 Committee report#

30642	  www Collection of 38 commemorative plates, mostly porcelain, some officially licensed.,   400 
	    incl. 1972 Munich (5), 1976 Montreal (9), 1980 Moscow (3), 1980 Lake Placid (4),  
	    1984 LA (11 incl. 1 damaged), 1984 Sarajevo (3), 1988 Calgary (1), 1992 Barcelona  
	    (1), 1996 Atlanta (1), very fine#

30642A	 A	P	 	 1960-84, Attractive and scarce assembly of mostly Monaco die proofs covering both Summer  
   and Winter Games, plus some Football and Car Rally thematics, a very nice lot for the specialist 
   (340+ items) (Est. e 4'000/6'000)

   Sports thematics
30643	 CC	 www FOOTBALL: Yemen (Republic) 1970 FIFA World Cup, 5 different nh min. sheets, very fine  80

30644	 CC	F	 www ROWING: 1952-97, Collection on 12 exhibition pages showing 20 mint stamps and 19   100 
	    covers, very fine

30645	 P	CC	 www SKIING: BOLIVIA 1948 Group comprising 2B imperf final proof stapled to printers   150 
	 F   card, vertical corner pair with Specimen ovpt and punch hole, perf. & imperf min.  
	    sheet with same, set of seven values on reg’d cover to USA, very fine

30646	 F	 124 SKIING: POLAND 1947 25gr. Commemorative stamp of the Polish Ski Championships with   900 
	   inverted overprint tied by the special cancellation XXII MIEDZYNARODOWE MISTRZOSTWA  
	   NARCIARSKIE W POLSCE 22-26 LUTY 1947, extremely rare combination, plus normal ovpt  
	   on reverse of 150z postal card tied by same 25.02 cancel, very fine

30647-30648  No lots
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   tennis
   rAcketS & mAteriAl

30649	   Ca. 1945 Lot of three WILSON tennis balls in unopened original paper packaging,   1’500 
	   extremely rare.

30650	   Lot of nine Tennis rackets featuring illustrations of and autographed by Roland-Garros  1’000 
	   champions:

	   -1 CHEMOLD “Margaret Court” (1969-1970)  -1 MCGREGOR “Frank Parker” (1948-1949) 
	   -1 WILSON “Billie Jean King” (1972)              -1 DUNLOP “Lewis Hoad” (1956) 
	   -2 WILSON “Tony Trabert” (1954-1955)         -2 WILSON “Maureen Connoly” (1953-1954) 
	   -1 WILSON “Don Budge” (1941)

30651	   Ca. 1950 Lot of two ROLAND-GARROS Tennis rackets, by A. Joutier  300

30652	   Ca. 1937 WILSON Tennis racket, “The Dictator”  200

30653	   Ca. 1910 Complete Table Tennis set in wooden box, with stringed rackets.  700

30654	   1905 Complete “The Cavendish Table Tennis” set, in wooden box, with four vellum   500 
	   paddles and an instruction booklet.
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   tennis (cont.)

30655	   Four cylindrical PENNSYLVANIA Tennis ball containers, unopened, metal, in original   600 
	   “X-76” cardboard box.

30656	   Four cylindrical WILSON Tennis ball containers, complete with balls, unopened,   500 
	   metal, in original “One Dozen” cardboard box.

30657	   1935 Cylindrical GRAYS OF CAMBRIDGE Tennis ball container, “Light blue,” metal,   400 
	   containing original four Tennis balls.

30658	  130 1946 Cylindrical WISLON Tennis ball container, containing original three Tennis balls  300

30659	  130 Ca. 1935 Cylindrical DUNLOP Tennis ball container, “Vinny Richards,” metal,   200 
	   containing original three Tennis balls.

30660	  130 Cylindrical DUNLOP Tennis ball container, metal, containing original four Tennis balls  200

   BOOkS, PhOtOS, POStcArDS & ADvertiSinG

30661	   The massive complete collection of the “Tennis De France” magazine (French Language,   7’500 
	   as a lot of forty-six bound volumes), from issue N° 1, May 1953, to issue N° 488,  
	   December 1993, along with thirteen additional, individual magazines, issues  
	   N° 501-513 (January 1995 - June 1998). Weight: 125 kg # 
	   A rare and valuable reference for the history of Tennis.

30662ex 30663ex 30664ex

30662	   Lot of twenty black and white press quality photographs, including mostly Fred   1’000 
	   Perry, Meg Sutton, the draw at Wimbledon, C. Boussos, Bugde, Von Cromm etc.

30663	   Lot of twenty black and white press quality photographs, including Davis Cup,   1’000 
	   Wimbledon, early fashions, Suzanne Lenglen, Perry, Larcombe.

30664	   Lot of eighteen black and white press quality photographs, including Roland Garros,   800 
	   Wimbledon, Lenglen.
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   tennis (cont.)

30665ex 30666ex

30665	   Lot of seventeen black and white photographs, including Queens Club, Wimbledon,   700 
	   Lenglen, Perry, Crawford, tennis fashion, Davis Cup.

30666	   Lot of twenty-three publicity posters, promotions and cut-outs using Tennis scenes.   600 
	   An entertaining lot.

30667	   1957 Poster, depicting a tennis player, signed Templier: 1st printing run; before   400 
	   application of lettering.

30668	  134 Book of caricatures (French Language), “Croisade Pour La Coupe Davis,” by R. Monteil.  400

30669	  134 Story Book (French Language), “La Reine Des Courts,” by Herman Closson, illustrated   400 
	   by Anto-Carte.

30670	  134 Poster, lithography, “Martin-Legeay,” signed Thal: 38 x 60 cm.  400

30671	  134 1932 UZELAC lithography, for Davis Cup at Roland-Garros.  400

30672ex

30672	   Lot of six black and white press quality photographs, including Roehampton, Davis Cup,   400 
	   Perry etc..

30673	  134 1926 Suzanne Lenglen writing paper, made exclusively for her 1926 USA tour.  300

30674	  134 1937 Book (French Language), “Initiation Au Tennis,” by Suzanne Lenglen and Margaret   200 
	   Morris.

30675	   1926 Publicity Poster, “Belle Jardinière, Paris,” showing male and female tennis apparel  200

30676	  134 1994-2003 Selection of books & objects, including programmes and booklets, encyclopaedia,   200 
	   presentation books, glass souvenirs etc., tennis themed. (13 items)

30677	  134 1916 SPALDING booklet “The 34 Common Tennis Errors And The Remedies,” by C. LaRue.  100

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30665
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30666
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30665
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30666
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30667
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30668
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30669
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30670
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30671
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30672
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30672
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30673
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30674
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30675
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30676
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30677
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30668
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30669
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30670
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30671
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30673
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30674
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30676
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30677
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30700
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30678ex

30678	   1930s Lot of twelve postcards with caricatures by Lesourd, depicting the Tennis champions  700 
	   of the ‘30s. Rare and desirable.

30679ex

30679	   1890s-1920s, Lot of over seventy attractive picture postcards, depicting an array of different  1’000 
	   scenes with art nouveau designs, comic, variety of different courts etc., in addition to thirty 
	   other paper items, mostly early business cards with the tennis theme, also two booklets with 
	   details of the rules and other important information about the game and two 1920-1921  
   banknotes with tennis scenes - an unusual and rare assembly.

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e	 50	-	 100	 e	 5	 e	 500	 -	 1000	 e	 50		 e	 5000	 -	 10000	 e	 500
	e	 100	-	 200	 e	 10	 e	 1000	 -	 2000	 e	 100	 e	 10000	 -	 20000	 e	 1000
	e	 200	-	 500	 e	 20	 e	 2000	 -	 5000	 e	200	 e	 20000	 -	 50000	 e	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 e			50000	 -	100000	 e	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30678
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30678
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30678
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30679
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30679
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30679
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   StAtueS & OBJectS

30680	   Ca. 1928 Reproduction of a Tennis court in marble and onyx, with a net and four   20’000 
	   figurines in action, bronze, representing S. Lenglen and J. Borotra vs H. Willis and  
	   W. Hunter: 45 x 15 x 15 cm. Items of this nature, depicting known players, are  
	   extremely rare; this piece probably unique, and a great highlight of this collection.

30681	   Ca. 1925 Stylized clock, white marble and onyx, with pewter figurines representing   15’000 
	   Helen Willis and Suzanne Lenglen. Items of this nature, depicting known players, are  
	   extremely rare. (Note: This item was the star piece on the front cover of the 2002  
	   Tenniseum auction by Couturier, where it realised e 12’500.)

30682	   137 Ca. 1930 Art Deco vase, crystal, with acid engraving of Henri Cocher playing Tennis.   7’500 
	    18 cm high. Items of this nature, depicting known players, are extremely rare.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30680
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30680
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30681
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30681
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30682
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30682

30683

30683	   Delft style beer mug, painted porcelain depicting a game of Tennis ca. 1890, with   6’000 
	   lid. Very attractive and rare.

30684	   Ca. 1920 Two statues, bronze on grey marble bases, depicting each a tennis player in   6’000 
	   action, signed H. Mesdag. 19 and 26cm tall. (2)

30685	  141 Ca. 1920 Framed Painting “ Le Lawn Tennis,” Gouache and Watercolour, signed Gaudion:   5’000 
	    52 x 41.5 cm

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30683
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30683
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30684
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30684
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30685
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30686
30687ex

30686	   Statue, guilded chryselephantine (ivory), depicting a female Tennis player, signed   4’500 
	   Kinsburger: 20 cm tall. Rare and valuable

30687	   Ca. 1900 Two statues, guilded bronze on white marble base, depicting each a Tennis   2’000 
	   player, signed H. Risch. 18 cm tall. The male player’s racket is slightly bent. (2)

30688	   Engraving, “Après La Partie,” framed, signed Laboureur.  1’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30686
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30687
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30686
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30687
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30688
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30688
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30680

30690ex

30689	   Ca. 1920 Statue, guilded bronze on black marble base, depicting a woman playing   800 
	   Tennis, signed Dunach. 19 cm tall.

30690	   Ca. 1930 Two rare statues, celluloid, depicting a male and a female Tennis player.  800

30691	   Large stylized biscuit tin, depicting Tennis, among other sport scenes.  700

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30689
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30690
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30689
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30690
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30691
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30691
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30693

30692

30694

30696

30692	   Carafe, black glass with a Tennis player figurine incrustation, silver.  700

30693	   Ca. 1920 Bonbonnière, “Terre de Retz,” with a sitting female Tennis-player figurine   700 
	   on the lid.

30694	   Ca. 1930 Oblong bonbonnière, white china, with a female Tennis player figurine on   500 
	   the lid.

30695	   Round biscuit tin, depicting Tennis among other sport scenes.  500

30696	   Ca. 1930 Stylised letter holder, wood base with a flat metal letter stand in the   300 
	   shape of a Tennis player.

30697	   Ca. 1900 Stylised Inkwell, depicting two young Tennis players, signed A. Bossu.  300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30693
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30692
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30695
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30696
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30692
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30693
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30694
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30695
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30696
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30697
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30697
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   tennis (cont.)

30698	   Inkwell, metal, in the shape of a Tennis ball on a Tennis racket (ball and racket   300 
	   are attached).

30699	   A lot of two small games of skill, Tennis-themed.  300

30700	  134 1885 Wood engraving “Partie de Lawn-Tennis en Hiver”: 27.5 x 37.5 cm  200

30685

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30698
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30698
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30699
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30699
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=30700


The David Feldman Company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases.
(Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit)

Refreshments and drinks available all day at our cafeteria.

David Feldman SA - Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (e) 

Participation	in	any	David	Feldman	S.A.	auction	means	acceptance in full	of	the	following	conditions	
as	well	as	any	rights	and	obligations	arising	therefrom.	These	same	conditions	also	apply	to	all	
transactions	in	auction	lots	taking	place	outside	the	realm	of	the	auctions.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.,	
organiser	of	the	auctions,	acts	as	an	agent	only	and	is	not	liable	in	any	way	whatsoever	for	any	
default(s)	of	purchaser(s)	and/or	vendor(s)

1. THE AUCTION LOTS ARE OFFERED

1.1	As	presented	in	the	relative	auction	catalogue	and/or	through	the	David	Feldman	S.A.	web-
site:	Lots	are	meticulously	described	and	with	the	greatest	care,	however	without	responsibility.	
Photographs	count	as	part	of	the	description	with	regard	to	the	margins,	perforation,	centering,	
postmarks	and	all	other	visible	attributes.	The	descriptions	of	the	lots	mentions	if	the	items	are	
signed	by	recognised	experts	and/or	accompanied	by	expert	certificates.

1.2	As	viewed	in	person:	Before	and	during	auction	sales,	all	lots	may	be	examined	at	our	offices	
or	at	the	auction	location	as	scheduled	in	the	auction	catalogue	and	on	the	website.	Persons	or	
their	agents		attending	a	Live	Room	auction	and/or	who	have	viewed	lots	before	any	auction	are	
understood	to	have	examined	all	lots	which	they	purchase	and	accept	them	as	they	are	at	the	
moment	of	the	knocking-down	and	not	necessarily	as	described.

2. AUCTION BIDS

2.1	The	auction	bid		steps	for	all	auctions	are	as	follows:	(some	auctions	may	be	in	other	cur-
rencies	than	Euros)

	 ¤	 50	 -	 100	 ¤	 5	 ¤	 2000	 -	 5000	 ¤	 200
	 ¤	100	 -	 200	 ¤	 10	 ¤	 5000	 -	 10000	 ¤	 500
	 ¤	200	 -	 500	 ¤	 20	 ¤	10000	 -	 20000	 ¤	1000
	 ¤	500	 -	1000	 ¤	 50	 ¤	20000	 -	 50000	 ¤	2000
	 ¤	1000	 -	2000	 ¤	100	 ¤		50000	 -	100000	 ¤	5000
Bids	in	between	these	steps	will	be	adjusted	accordingly	to	the	next	highest	bid	step.	The	bidder	
is	bound	by	his	offer	until	a	higher	bid	has	been	validly	accepted.

2.2	The	Huissier	Judiciaire	together	with	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	have	full	discretion	to	refuse	any	
bidding,	to	divide	any	lot	or	lots,	to	combine	any	two	or	more	lots	and	to	withdraw	any	lot	or	lots	
from	the	sale	without	any	case	giving	any	reason.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	also	bid	on	behalf	of	
vendors	in	cases	where	reserve	prices	have	been	fixed.	In	these	cases,	the	vendor	is	treated	as	a	
buyer	and	the	auctioneer	shall	bid	on	his	behalf	up	to	reserve	prices.	If	the	reserve	price	fixed	by	the	
vendor	is	not	reached	the	auctioneer	passes	to	the	next	lot	by	a	simple	knock	of	the	hammer.

2.3	Bid	orders	received	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	or	on	its	website	before	the	relative	auctions	have	
priority	over	room	bids	in	the	case	of	Live	Room	auctions.	Clients	giving	bidding	instructions	to	DAVID	
FELDMAN	S.A.	may	make	alternative	offers	and/or	limit	the	total	of	their	expenditure	in	advance.	
Bids	marked	"BUY"	are	considered	as	up	to	ten	times	the	quoted	estimate	price	where	such	exists.	
Bids	made	in	other	currencies	than	the	advertised	currency	of	the	auction,	will	be	converted	into	
that	currency	at	the	market	rate	of	the	day	of	receipt	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	Bids	are	standing	
and	hold	good	for	at	least	60	days	from	the	auction	period.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	
to	invoice	bidders	up	to	the	end	of	the	60	day	period,	payment	being	due	immediately.

3. THE AUCTION

3.1	Live	Room	auctions	are	held	under	the	control	of	the	relative	supervising	authority	at	its	location.	
The	relative	supervising	authority	has	no	liability.	The	auction	will	be	held	under	the	ministry	of	a	
“huissier	judiciaire”	of	the	Canton	and	Republic	of	Geneva.	The	currency	of	the	auction	is	Euros.

3.2	Prerogatives	of	David	Feldman	S.A.:	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	withdraw,	group	differently,	
divide	or	refuse	to	knock	down	any	lot.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	to	refuse	any	bid	
orders	and/or	for	Live	Room	auctions,	refuse	admittance	to	the	auction	room,	at	its	discretion,	to	
anybody	whosoever.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	cannot	be	held	responsible	for	any	physical	accident	
that	may	occur	on	the	premises	where	auctions	take	place.

3.3	Bidders'	representatives	and	auction	agents:	Any	person	bidding	for	the	account	of	a	third	party	
is	fully	liable	for	any	obligation	arising	from	such	bidding.	This	responsibility	is	notably	applicable	
for	the	verification	of	the	condition	and	for	the	payment	of	bought	lots

3.4	Adjudication:	Each	 lot	 is	sold	on	behalf	of	 the	respective	owner	to	the	highest	bidder	who	
becomes	the	buyer	at	the	next	highest	bid	step,	which	is	the	adjudication	price.	In addition to 
the adjudication price, the buyer pays an all-in fee of 19.5% to cover commission, charges 
and expenses including lotting fees, adjudication taxes,	  insurance, packing, mailing, export 
formalities etc. whether all incurred in particular cases or not. On	the	adjudication,	liability	for	
the	lots	passes	to	the	bidder	whose	bids	have	been	accepted.	The	lots	are	delivered	to	the	buyer	
when	the	sale	price	(adjudication	price	plus	all	fees)	have	been	paid	in	full

Exceptionally	 lots	marked	"#"	 at	 the	end	of	 the	description	are	heavy	 in	weight	and	mailing	
expenses,	charged	at	cost,	are	extra.	Buyers	who	give	special	mailing	instructions	are	responsible	
for	their	own	mailing	costs.

VAT	(Sales	Tax)	-	Notes	for	guidance	concerning	auctions	for	which	the	lots	are	located	in	Swit-
zerland:	Buyers	domiciled	abroad	are	not	liable	for	this	tax	once	the	goods	are	duly	exported	from	
Switzerland.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	are	pleased	to	arrange	this	export;	alternatively,	clients	may	
make	their	own	arrangements	and	furnish	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	with	proof	of	export,	stamped	
by	Swiss	customs.	Any	purchases	by	buyers	who	wish	to	keep	their	purchases	in	Switzerland	
will	be	liable	to	VAT	at	7.6%	of	the	purchase	price	in	Swiss	Francs	at	the	converted	Euro	value	
during	the	auction.

3.5	Payment:	Sale	price	plus	commission	are	due	for	 immediate	payment	as	 invoiced	against	
delivery	of	the	lots.	Payment	in	other	currencies	is	accepted	at	the	rates	of	exchange	of	the	day	as	
quoted	by	a	Swiss	major	bank.	The	bidders	who	are	successful	with	whom	it	has	been	expressly	
agreed	that	they	pay	after	the	sale	under	special	conditions,	are	due	to	pay	the	sale	price	and	the	
commission	according	to	those	terms.	In	these	cases,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	keeps	the	adjudicated	

lots	which	are	delivered	to	the	buyers	on	full	settlement	of	their	account.	Delivery	of	the	purchased	
lots	by	post	or	any	other	means	if	instructed	by	the	buyer	including	cost	of	normal	transit	insurance	
cover	is	at	the	expense	of	the	buyer.	Title	or	ownership	of	the	purchased	lots,	delivered	or	not,	
remains	with	the	auctioneer	on	behalf	of	the	seller	until	payment	has	been	made	in	full.

3.6	Special	extended	payment	facility:	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	offer	a	special	extended	payment	
facility	for	buyers.	In	these	cases,	the	buyer	may	choose	to	pay	a	minimum	of	25%	of	the	total	invoice	
immediately,	and	the	balance	over	a	maximum	period	of	6	months,	paying	an	equal	instalment	
at	the	end	of	each	month.	Interest	plus	charges	of	1%	is	debited	to	the	buyer's	account	at	the	
end	of	each	month	from	the	auction	date.	When	the	special	extended	payment	facility	has	been	
granted,	the	buyer	understands	that	any	claims	regarding	his	purchases	must	be	made	within	30	
days	of	the	auction	sale	date,	even	though	the	lots	may	be	held	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	awaiting	
full	settlement	of	the	account.	Until	delivery,	all	lots	may	be	examined	by	their	respective	buyers	
at	the	offices	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.

3.7	Pledge:	Until	full	settlement	of	the	account,	the	buyer	grants	to	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	a	pledge	
on	any	and	all	properties	held	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.,	acquired	prior	to,	during	and/or	after	any	
auction.	This	pledge	secures	the	repayment	of	any	amount	due	in	principals,	interests,	commissions,	
costs	and	other	possible	fees.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	is	entitled,	but	not	obliged,	to	realise	freely	the	
pledge	assets	without	further	formalities	and	without	previous	notice	if	the	buyer	is	in	default	with	
the	payment	of	his	debts	or	with	the	fulfilment	of	any	other	obligation	hereunder.	For	this	purpose,	
DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	is	not	bound	to	comply	with	the	formalities	of	the	Federal	Law	dealing	with	
actions	for	debt	and	bankruptcy	proceedings;	in	addition,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	choose	to	
institute	or	go	on	with	the	usual	proceedings	without	having	beforehand	sold	the	pledged	goods	
and	without	having	moreover	given	them	up.

4. GUARANTEE

4.1	Extent	of	the	guarantee:	Subject	to	paragraph	4.3	below,	the	authenticity	of	all	philatelic	items	
sold	in	the	auction	is	guaranteed	for	a	period	of	30	days	from	the	auction	date,	with	the	express	
exclusion	of	any	other	fault(s).	Any	reclamation	regarding	authenticity	must	come	to	the	notice	of	
DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	on	the	delivery	of	the	lots	but	at	the	latest	within	30	days	from	that	date.	
Before	delivery,	which	may	take	place	after	the	30	days	period,	the	lots	purchased	may	be	examined	
at	the	Geneva	offices	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	The	buyer	whose	reclamation	is	made	after	30	days	
from	the	auction	date	loses	all	rights	to	the	guarantee.	Such	reclamation	will	not	be	valid	by	DAVID	
FELDMAN	S.A..	If	an	extension	of	the	period	is	required	in	order	to	substantiate	the	claim	with	an	
expertise,	a	request	for	such	extension	must	be	made	to	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	within	30	days	of	the	
auction	date.	No	request	for	extension	will	be	considered	beyond	this	30	days	period.	The	results	
of	the	expertise	for	which	an	extension	was	agreed	must	come	to	the	notice	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	
S.A.	within	3	months	of	the	auction	date.	No	further	extension	of	the	period	will	be	considered	
without	the	express	agreement	in	writing	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	Only	claims,	expertise	results	
or	other	details	which	are	made	within	the	agreed	periods	will	be	valid.

4.2	Expertise	and	counter-expertise:	Should	the	authenticity	of	a	lot	be	questioned,	the	buyer	is	
obliged	to	provide	an	expertise	or	counter-expertise	from	a	prominent	expert	in	the	field,	justifying	
the	claim.	If	a	stamp	is	found	by	a	recognised	expert		taking	financial	responsibility	for	errors	to	
have	been	forged,	he	may	mark	it	accordingly.	Consequently,	the	marking	"FALSCH"	(forged)	is	not	
considered	an	alteration.	In	the	case	of	such	reclamation,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	
to	request,	at	its	own	discretion,	one	or	more	further	expertises.	All	expertise	and	relative	charges	
accrue	to	the	vendor's	account	in	the	case	of	a	justified	claim,	or	to	the	buyer's	account	if	the	
claim	is	not	justified.	In	the	case	of	a	justified	claim,	the	lot	is	taken	back	and	the	adjudication	price	
plus	the	commission	are	refunded	to	the	buyer.	In	the	case	of	delayed	payment	due	to	expertise	
agreed	by	David	Feldman	S.A.,	interest	is	charged	at	50%	the	standard	rate	for	all	cleared	lots.	If	
David	Feldman	S.A.	has	not	agreed	then	full	interest	is	due.

4.3	 Exclusions:	 Lots	 described	 as	 collections,	 accumulations,	 selections,	 groups	 and	 those	
containing	duplicates,	cannot	be	the	subject	of	any	claim.	Claims	concerning	lots	described	as	a	
set	or	groups	of	sets	containing	more	than	one	stamp,	can	only	be	considered	under	the	terms	of	
paragraph	4.1	above	if	they	relate	to	more	than	one	third	of	the	total	value	of	the	lot.	Lots	which	
have	been	examined	by	the	buyer	or	his	agent,	lots	described	as	having	defects	or	faults	cannot	
be	subjected	to	a	claim	regarding	defects	or	faults.lllustrated	lots	cannot	be	subjected	to	a	claim	
because	of	perforations,	centering,	margins	or	other	factors	shown	in	the	illustrations.	

4.4	Late	Payment:	If	the	payment	of	the	adjudicated	price	plus	commission	due	by	the	buyer	is	not	
made	within	30	days	of	the	date	of	the	auction,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	to	cancel	
the	sale	and	dispose	of	the	lot(s)	elsewhere	and/or	to	make	a	recourse	to	any	legal	proceedings	
in	order	to	obtain	payment	of	the	amounts	due	as	well	as	for	any	incurred	damages	and	losses	
and	any	legal	expenses.	A	charge	on	overdue	payment	of	at	least	5%	for	the	first	month	and	2%	
per	month	afterwards	plus	expenses	incurred	is	chargeable	on	any	outstanding	amount	after	30	
days	of	the	date	of	the	auction.	The	buyer	who	is	in	default	in	any	way	whatsoever	has	no	right	
of	claim	under	any	circumstances.

4.5	Exceptionally,	the	adjudication	price	will	be	reduced	to	the	lowest	winning	bid	where	it	is	shown	
that	a	buyer	has	inadvertently	increased	the	price	by	using	more	than	one	medium	of	bidding.

5. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

Unless	otherwise	stated,	all	auctions	as	well	as	any	rights	and	obligations	arising	from	them	shall	
be	governed	exclusively	by	Swiss	law.	Any	legal	action	or	proceeding	with	respect	to	the	auctions	
shall	be	submitted	to	the	exclusive	jurisdiction	of	the	courts	of	Geneva,	subject	to	appeal	to	the	
Swiss	Federal	Court	 in	Lausanne.In	every	case,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	shall	also	be	entitled,	at	
its	discretion,	to	sue	any	buyer	in	default	at	his	place	of	residence;	in	such	case,	Swiss	law	shall	
remain	applicable	and	in	the	case	of	 issues	regarding	price	value,	the	Euro	is	converted	at	 its	
Swiss	franc	value	at	the	time	of	the	auction.

6.	All	Transactions:	These	conditions	apply	to	all	transactions	of	every	kind	including	those	outside	the	

auctions,	with	David	Feldman	SA																																																																										¤/07/2008	



Geneva Area Hotels
Please contact the hotels directly, in plenty of time, to make your reservations

The David Feldman Company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases.
(Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit)

Refreshments and drinks available all day at our cafeteria.

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel:	+41	22	727	07	77,	Fax:	+41	22	727	07	78,	E-mail:	admin@davidfeldman.com,	Web	site:	www.davidfeldman.com

Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements 

and hopes your stay in Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one !

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 

www.auberge-confignon.ch
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44; Fax +41 22 757 18 89
• quietly located, very close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.- 
breakfast included 

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 

www.vendee.ch; e-mail: infor@vendee.ch
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11 • Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: Superior CHF 290.- with shower / bath  
breakfast included

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE  ★★★★

(non-smoking rooms only) hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87; Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2
• located in heart of the main shopping area
Room rates: Single CHF 180.- / Double CHF 270.- up, 
with shower / bath, breakfast included

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
 /index.shtml
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00 • Fax +41 22 709 02 10
• close to our offices
Room rates: Starting from CHF 109.-

 5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
 geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20 • Fax +41 22 709 02 19
• close to our offices
Room rates: Starting from CHF 89.- 

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS ★★★ 

www.horlogers-ge.ch; e-mail: info@horlogers-ge.ch
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33 • Fax +41 22 884 08 34
• close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 250.- / Double CHF 350.- 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE ★★★★

www.hotel-tiffany.ch; e-mail: Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
• just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16 • Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Room rates: Starting from CHF 240.- 

8. HOTEL ASTORIA ★★★

www.astoria-geneve.ch; e-mail; hotel@astoria-geneve.ch
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 22 544 52 52 • Fax +41 22 544 52 54
• near the main train station
Room rates: Starting from CHF 109.- 

9. LE SAVOIE HOTEL ★★★

www.savoie-hotel.net; e-mail; infor@savoie-hotel.net
9 Avenue Louis Armand, FR-74160 St. Julien-en-Genevois
• just over the border in France
Tel. +33 450 49 03 55 • Fax +33 450 49 06 23
Room rates: Normal e 66.- / Superior e 72.- 



Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel:	+41	22	727	07	77,	Fax:	+41	22	727	07	78,	E-mail:	admin@davidfeldman.com,	Web	site:	www.davidfeldman.com

Part of the Feldman Frey Philatelic Group
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Management
David Feldman - Chairman, Auctioneer

Dan Flesher - CEO

Philatelists & Outside Assistants
Marcus Orsi (Director), David Feldman, Anders Thorell, Gaël Caron, Ricardo Verra, Karol Weyna,

Daniel Mirecki, David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis

Administration
Dan Flesher (Director), Katie Hutley, Andreia Pereira, Lydia Stocker (Consultant)

Finance
Fabrice Bac (Director), Katie Hutley 

Technology
Romain Kohn (IT), Yoan Germond (Graphics) 
Fred Jaquet & Robin Szemeti (Consultants)

We have representatives in the following countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, Greece,

Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA

David Feldman USA offers frequent one-owner auctions; please contact Andy Kupersmit at 
108 West 39th Street, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10018; tel. 1-212-997-9200; www.davidfeldmanusa.com 


